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TO TWO EMINENT SERVANTS OF CHRIST,

WILLIAM FARELL AND PETER VIRET,

HIS DEARLY BELOVED BRETHREN AND COLLEAGUES,

JOHN CALVIN

OFFERS HIS SALUTATIONS.

My Commentary-which now goes forth bearing the inscription of your
name-is, indeed, a small gift; yet I fully believe that it will be acceptable to
you, for this reason, that the subject of the Epistle induced me to make
this Dedication. The task of putting the finishing hand to that building
which Paul had begun in Crete, but left incomplete was undertaken by
Titus. I occupy nearly the same position with regard to you.

When you had made some progress in rearing this church with vast
exertions, and at great risk, after some time had elapsed I came, first as
your assistant, and afterwards was left as your successor, that I might
endeavor to carry forward, to the best of my ability, that work which you
had so well and so successfully begun. This work, I and my colleagues are
endeavoring to perform, if not with so great progress as might have been
desired yet heartily and faithfully, according to our small ability.

To return to you, in consequence of holding the same relation to you
which Paul assigned to Titus, I have been led to consider this similarity as
a good reason for selecting you above all others, for dedicating to you this
labor of mine. Meanwhile, to the present age, and perhaps to posterity, it
will, at least, be some evidence of that holy union and friendship which
exists between us. I think that there has never been, in ordinary life, a circle
of friends so sincerely bound to each other as we have been in our
ministry. With both of you I discharged here the office of pastor; and so
far was there from being any appearance of envy, that you and I seemed to
be one. We were afterwards separated by places; for you, Farell, were
invited by the church of Neufchastel, which you had rescued from the



tyranny of Popery, and brought into obedience to Christ; and you, Viret,
are held in the same relation by the church of Lausanne.

While each of us occupies his own position, our union brings together the
children of God into the fold of Christ, and even. unites them in his body;
while it scatters not only those outward enemies who openly carry on war
with us, but those nearer and domestic enemies, by whom we are inwardly
assailed. For I reckon this also to be one of the benefits resulting from
being closely related, that filthy dogs, whose bites cannot succeed so far as
to tear and rend the Church of Christ, do nothing more than bark against it
with all their might. And, indeed, we cannot too thoroughly despise their
insolence, since we can, with truth, glory before God, and have proved to
men by the clearest evidence, that we cultivate no other society or
friendship than that which has been consecrated to the name of Christ,
which has hitherto been advantageous to his Church, and which has no
other aim than that all may be at one with us in Him.

Farewell, my most excellent and most upright brethren. May the Lord
Jesus continue to bless your pious labors!

GENEVA, 29th November 1549.
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THE ARGUMENT

ON THE EPISTLE TO TITUS

Paul, having only laid the foundations of the church in Crete, and hastening
to go to another place, (for he was not the pastor of a single island only,
but the Apostle of the Gentiles,) had given charge to Titus to prosecute
this work as an Evangelist. It is evident from this Epistle that, immediately
after Paul’s departure, Satan labored not only to overthrow the
government of the Church, but likewise to corrupt its doctrine.

There were some who, through ambitious motives, wished to be elevated
to the rank of pastors, and who, because Titus did not comply with their
wicked desires, spoke unfavorably of him to many persons. On the other
hand, there were Jews who, under the presence of supporting the Mosaic
law, introduced a great number of trifles; and such persons were listened to
with eagerness and with much acceptance. Paul therefore writes with this
design, to arm Titus with his authority, that he may be able to bear so
great a burden; for undoubtedly there were some who fearlessly despised
him as being but one of the ordinary rank of pastors. It is also possible
that complaints about him were in circulation, to the effect that he
assumed more authority than belonged to him when he did not admit
pastors till he had made trial and ascertained their fitness.

Hence we may infer, that this was not so much a private epistle of Paul to
Titus, as it was a public epistle to the Cretans. It is not probable that
Titus is blamed for having with too great indulgence raised unworthy
persons to the office of bishop, or that, as an ignorant man and a novice, he
is told what is that kind of doctrine in which he ought to instruct the



people; but because due honor was not rendered to him, Paul clothes him
with his own authority, both in ordaining ministers and in the whole
government of the Church. Because there were many who foolishly desired
to have another form of doctrine than that which he delivered, Paul
approves of this alone — rejecting all others — and exhorts him to proceed
as he had begun.

First, then, he shows what sort of persons ought to be chosen for being
ministers. f1 Among other qualifications, he requires that a minister shall be
well instructed in sound doctrine, that by means of it he may resist
adversaries. Here he takes occasion to censure some vices of the Cretans,
but especially rebukes the Jews, who made some kind of holiness to
consist in a distinction of food, and in other outward ceremonies. In order
to refute their fooleries, he contrasts with them the true exercises of piety
and Christian life; and, with the view of pressing them more closely, he
describes what are the duties which belong to every one in his calling.
These duties he enjoins Titus diligently and constantly to inculcate. On the
other hand, he admonishes others not to be weary of hearing them, and
shows that this is the design of time redemption and salvation obtained
through Christ. If any obstinate person oppose, or refuse to obey, he bids
him set that person aside. We now see that Paul has no other object in
view than to support the cause of Titus, and to stretch out the hand to
assist him in performing the work of the Lord.
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CHAPTER 1
<560101>TITUS 1:1-4

1. Paul, a servant of God, and an
apostle of Jesus Christ, according to
the faith of God’s elect, and the
acknowledging of the truth which is
after godliness;

1 Paulus servus Dei apostolus
autem Iesu Christi secundum
fidem electorum Dei et agnitionem
veritatis quae secundum pietatem
est

2 In hope of eternal life, which God,
that cannot lie, promised before the
world began;

2 in spem vitae aeternae quam
promisit qui non mentitur Deus
ante tempora saecularia

3. But hath in due time manifested his
word through preaching, which is
committed unto me, according to the
commandment of God our Savior;

3 manifestavit autem temporibus
suis verbum suum in praedicatione
quae credita est mihi secundum
praeceptum salvatoris nostri Dei

4. To Titus, mine own son after the
common faith: Grace mercy, and
peace from God the Father and the
Lord Jesus Christ our Savior.

4 Tito dilecto filio secundum
communem fidem gratia et pax a
Deo Patre et Christo Iesu
salvatore nostro

1. A servant of God. This extended and laborious commendation of his
apostleship shows that Paul had in view the whole Church, and not Titus
alone; for his apostleship was not disputed by Titus, and Paul is in the
habit of proclaiming the titles of his calling, in order to maintain his
authority. Accordingly, just as he perceives those to whom he writes to be
disposed, he deals largely or sparingly in those ornaments. Here his design



was, to bring into subjection those who had haughtily rebelled; and for this
reason he extols his apostleship in lofty terms. He therefore writes this
Epistle, not that it may be read in solitude by Titus in his closet, but that
it may be openly published.

An Apostle of Jesus Christ. First, he calls himself “a servant of God,” and
next adds the particular kind of his ministry, namely, that he is “an
Apostle of Christ;” for there are various ranks among the servants of God.
Thus he descends from the general description to the particular class. We
ought also to keep in remembrance what I have said elsewhere, that the
word servant means something else than ordinary subjection, (on account
of which all believers are called “servants of God,”) and denotes a minister
Who has received a particular office. In this sense the prophets were
formerly distinguished by this title, and Christ himself is the chief of the
prophets:

“Behold my servant, I have chosen him.” (<234201>Isaiah 42:1.)

Thus David, with a view to his royal dignity calls himself “a servant of
God.” Perhaps, also, it is on account of the Jews that he designates himself
“a servant of God;” for they were wont to lower his authority by alleging
the law against him. He therefore wishes to be accounted an Apostle of
Christ in such a manner that he may likewise glory in being a servant of the
eternal God. Thus he shows not only that those two titles are quite
consistent with each other, but that they are joined by a bond which
cannot be dissolved.

According to the faith of the elect of God. f2 If any one doubt about his
apostleship, he procures credit for it by a very strong reason, connecting it
with the salvation “of the elect of God.” As if he had said, “There is a
mutual agreement between my apostleship and the faith of the elect of
God; and, therefore, it will not be rejected by any man who is not a
reprobate and opposed to the true faith.”

By “the elect” he means not only those who were at that time alive, but all
that had been from the beginning of the world; for he declares that he
teaches no doctrine which does not agree with the faith of Abraham and of
all the fathers. So, then, if any person in the present day wishes to be
accounted a successor of Paul, he must prove that he is the minister of the
same doctrine. But these words contain also an implied contrast, that the



gospel may suffer no damage from the unbelief and obstinacy of many; for
at that time, as well as in the present day, weak minds were greatly
disturbed by this scandal, that the greater part of those who boasted of the
title of the Church rejected the pure doctrine of Christ. For this reason
Paul shows that, though all indiscriminately boast of the name of God,
there are many of that multitude who are reprobates; as he elsewhere
(<450907>Romans 9:7) affirms, that not all who are descended from Abraham
according to the flesh, are the lawful children of Abraham.

And the knowledge of that truth. I consider the copulative and to be here
equivalent to that is; so that the passage might run thus: “according to the
faith of the elect of God, that is, time knowledge of that truth which is
according to godliness.” This clause explains what is the nature of that
“faith” which he has mentioned, though it is not a full definition of it, but a
description framed so as to apply to the present context. For the purpose
of maintaining that his apostleship is free from all imposture and error, he
solemnly declares that it contains nothing but known and ascertained truth,
by which men are instructed in the pure worship of God. But as every
word has its own weight, it is highly proper to enter into a detailed
explanation.

First, when “faith” is called “knowledge,” it is distinguished not only from
opinion, but from that shapeless faith which the Papists have contrived;
for they have forged an implicit faith destitute of all light of the
understanding. But when Paul describes it to be a quality which essentially
belongs to faith — to know the truth, he plainly shews that there is no
faith without knowledge.

The word truth expresses still more clearly the certainty which is
demanded by the nature of faith; for faith is not satisfied with probable
arguments, but holds what is true. Besides, he does not speak of every
kind of truth, but of the heavenly doctrine, which is contrasted with the
vanity of the human understanding. As God has revealed himself to us by
means of that truth, so it is alone worth, of the honor of being called “the
truth” — a name which is bestowed on it in many parts of Scripture.

“And the Spirit will lead you into all truth.” (<431613>John 16:13.)

“Thy word is the truth.” (<431717>John 17:17.)



“Who hath bewitched you that ye should not obey the truth?”
(Galatians 2:l.)

“Having heard the word of the truth, the gospel of the Son of
God.” (<510105>Colossians 1:5.)

“He wisheth all to come to the knowledge of the truth.”
(<540204>1 Timothy 2:4.)

“The Church is the pillar and foundation of the truth.”
(1 Timothy 3 15.)

In a word, that truth is the right and sincere knowledge of God, which frees
us from all error and falsehood. So much the more ought it to be valued by
us, since nothing is more wretched than to wander like cattle during our
whole life.

Which is according to godliness. This clause especially limits “the truth”
of which he had spoken, but at the same time commends the doctrine of
Paul from the fruit and end of it, because it has no other object than that
God should be worshipped in a right manner, and that pure religion should
flourish among men. In this manner he defends his doctrine from every
suspicion of vain curiosity, as he did before Felix, (<442410>Acts 24:10,) and
afterwards before Agrippa, (<442601>Acts 26:1;) for, since all questions
Which I do not tend to edification ought justly to be suspected and even
hated by good men, the only lawful commendation of doctrine is this, that
it instructs us to fear God and to bow before him with reverence. And
hence we are also informed, that the greater progress any one has made in
godliness, he is so much the better disciple of Christ; and that he ought to
be reckoned a true theologian who edifies consciences in the fear of God.

2. In the hope (or, on account of the hope) of eternal life. This undoubtedly
denotes the cause; for that is the force of the Greek preposition ejpi>; and
therefore it may be translated, “On account of the hope,” or “On the
hope.” True religion and the practice of godliness — begin with meditation
or the heavenly life; and in like manner, when Paul (<510105>Colossians 1:5)
praises the faith and love of the Colossians, he makes the cause and
foundation of them to be “the hope laid up in heaven.” The Sadducees and
all who confine our hope to this world, whatever they may pretend, can do
nothing else shall produce contempt of God, while they reduce men to the
condition of cattle. Accordingly, it ought always to be the aim of a good



teacher, to turn away the eyes of men from the world, that they may look
up to heaven. I readily acknowledge that we ought to value the glory of
God more highly than our salvation; but we are not now discussing the
question which of these two ought to be first in order. All that I say is —
that men never seek God in a right manner till they have confidence to
approach to him; and, therefore, that we never apply our mind to godliness
till we have been instructed about the hope of the heavenly life. f3

Which God promised before the times of ages. As Augustine translated the
words, Pro< cro>nwn aijwni>wn to mean — not “the times of ages” but
“eternal times,” he gives himself great uneasiness about “the eternity of
times,” till at length he explains “eternal times” as denoting those which go
beyond all antiquity. As to the meaning, he and Jerome and other
commentators agree, that God determined, before the creation of the world,
to give that salvation which he hath now manifested by the gospel. Thus
Paul would have used the word promise incorrectly instead of decree; for
before men existed there was no one to whom he could promise.

For this reason, while I do not reject this exposition, yet when I take a
close survey of the whole matter, I am constrained to adopt a different
interpretation — that eternal life was promised to men many ages ago, and
not only to those who lived at that time, but also for our own age. It was
not for the benefit of Abraham alone, but with a view to all who should
live after him, that God said,

‘In thy seed shall all nations be blessed.” (<012218>Genesis 22:18.)

Nor is this inconsistent with what he says, in another sense, (<550109>2
Timothy 1:9) that salvation was given to men “before the times of ages.”
The meaning of the word is still the same in both passages; for, since the
Greek word aijw>n, denotes an uninterrupted succession of time from the
beginning to the end of the world, Paul declares, in that passage, that
salvation was given or decreed for time elect of God before times began to
flow. But because in this passage he treats of the promise, he does not
include all ages, so as to lead us back beyond the creation of the world, but
shews that many ages  f4 have elapsed since salvation was promised.

If any person prefer to view “the times of ages” as a concise expression for
the ages themselves, he is at liberty to do so. But because salvation was
given by the eternal election of God before it was promised the act of



giving salvation is put in that passage (<550109>2 Timothy 1:9) before all
ages, and therefore we must supply the word all. But here it means
nothing more than that the promise is more ancient than a long course of
ages, because it began immediately after the creation of the world. In the
same sense he shews that the gospel, which was to have been proclaimed
when Christ rose from the dead, had been promised in the Scriptures by
the prophets; for there is a wide difference between the promise which
was formerly given to the fathers and the present exhibition of grace.

Who cannot lie. This expression ajyeudh>v is added for glorifying God, and
still more for confirming our faith. And, indeed, whenever the subject
treated of is our salvation, we ought to recollect that it is founded on the
word of Him who can neither deceive nor lie. Moreover, the only proof of
the whole of religion is — the unchangeable truth of God. f5

3. But hath manifested. There was indeed some manifestation of this kind,
when God in ancient times spake by his prophets; but because Christ
publicly, displayed by his coming those thing which they had obscurely
predicted, and the Gentiles were afterwards admitted into the fellowship
of the covenant, in this sense Paul says that what had formerly been
exhibited in part “hath now been manifested.”

In his own times. This has the same meaning as “the fullness of times.”
(<480404>Galatians 4:4.) He reminds us that the time when it pleased the
Lord to do this — must have been the most seasonable time for doing it;
and he mentions this for the purpose of meeting the rashness of men, who
have always the hardihood to inquire why it was not sooner, or why it is
to-day rather than to-morrow. In order therefore that our curiosity may
not exceed proper bounds, he shews that the “times” are placed in the
hand, and at the disposal, of God, in such a manner that we ought to think
that he does everything in the proper order and at the most seasonable
time.

His word. Or, by his word; for it is not uncommon with Greek writers to
supply the preposition by. Or, he calls Christ the Word; if it be not
thought preferable to supply something for the sake of completing the
sentence. Were it not that the second exposition is a little forced, in other
respects I should give it the preference. Thus John says,

“What we have heard, what we have seen with our eyes, what our



hands have handled of the Word of life; and the life was
manifested.” (<620101>1 John 1:1, 2.)

I therefore prefer what is a simple meaning, that God hath manifested the
word concerning the life by the preaching of the gospel.

The preaching, of which he speaks, is the gospel proclaimed, as the chief
thing which we hear in it is — that Christ is given to us, and that in him
there is life.

Which hath been committed to me. Because all are not indiscriminately fit
for so important an office, and no man ought to thrust himself into it, he
asserts his calling, according to his custom. Here we ought to learn — what
we have often remarked on other occasions — that the honor is not due to
any man, till he has proved that God has ordained him, for even the
ministers of Satan proudly boast that God has called them, but there. is no
truth in their words. Now Paul states nothing but what is known and
proved, when he mentions his calling.

Besides, from this passage we learn for what purpose they were made
apostles. It was for the sake of publishing the gospel, as he says
elsewhere,

“Woe to me if I preach not the gospel, for a dispensation is
committed unto me.” (<460916>1 Corinthians 9:16, 17.)

Accordingly, they who enact dumb show, in the midst of idleness and
luxury, are excessively impudent in boasting that they are the successors
of the apostles.

Of God our Savior. He applies the same epithet to the Father and to
Christ, so that each of them is our Savior, but for a different reason; for the
Father is called our Savior, because he redeemed us by the death of his Son,
that he might make us heirs of eternal life; and the Son, because he shed his
blood as the pledge and the price of our salvation Thus the Son hath
brought salvation to us from the Father, and the Father hath bestowed it
through the Son.

4. To Titus, my own son, according to the common faith. Hence it is
evident in what sense a minister of the word is said to beget spiritually
those whom he brings to the obedience of Christ, that is, so that he himself
is also begotten. Paul declares himself to be the father of Titus, with



respect to his faith; but immediately adds, that this faith is common to
both, so that both of them alike have the same Father in heaven.
Accordingly, God does not diminish his own prerogative, when he
pronounces those to be spiritual fathers along with himself, by whose
ministry he regenerates whom he chooses; for of themselves they do
nothing, but only by the efficacy of the Spirit. As to the remainder of the
verse, the exposition of it will be found in the Commentaries on the former
Epistles, and especially on the First Epistle to Timothy.

<560105>TITUS 1:5-6
5. For this cause left I thee in Crete,
that thou shouldest set in order the
things that are wanting, and ordain
elders in every city, as I had
appointed thee:

5. Huius rei gratia reliqui to Cretae
ut ea quae desunt corrigas et
constituas per civitates
presbyteros sicut ego tibi disposui

6. If any be blameless, the husband of
one wife, Having faithful children, not
accused of riot, or unruly.

6. Si quis sine crimine est unius
uxoris vir filios habens fideles non
in accusatione luxuriae aut non
subditos

5. For this reason I left thee in Crete. This preface clearly proves, that
Titus is not so much admonished on his own account as recommended to
others, that no one may hinder him. Paul testifies that he has appointed
him in his own room; and on that account all should acknowledge and
receive him with reverence as the Apostle’s deputy. The apostles had no
fixed place assigned to them, but were charged to spread the gospel
through the whole world; and for this reason, when they left one city or
district to go to another, they were wont to place fit men as their
substitutes, to complete the work which they had begun. Thus Paul
affirms that he founded the church of the Corinthians, but that there were
other workmen, f6 who must build on his foundation, that is, carry forward
the building.

This, indeed, belongs to all pastors; for the churches will always stand in
need of increase and progress, as long as the world shall endure. But in
addition to the ordinary office of pastors, the care of organizing the church
was committed to Titus. Till the churches have been already organized,



and reduced to some order, pastors were not usually appointed over them.
But Titus held some additional charge, which consisted in giving a form to
churches that had not yet been properly arranged, and in appointing a fixed
kind of government accompanied by discipline. Having laid the foundation,
Paul departed; and then it became the duty of Titus to carry the work
higher, that the building might have fair proportions.

This is what he calls correcting those things which are still wanting. The
building of the Church is not a work so easy that it can be brought all at
once to perfection. How long Paul was in Crete — is uncertain; but he had
spent some time there, and had faithfully devoted his labors to erect the
kingdom of Christ. He did not lack the most consummate skill that can be
found in man; he was unwearied in toil; and yet he acknowledged that he
left the work rough and incomplete. Hence we see the difficulty; and,
indeed, we find, by experience, in the present day, that it is not the labor
of one or two years to restore fallen. churches to a tolerable condition.
Accordingly, those who have made diligent progress for many years —
must still be attentive to correct many things. f7

Here it is highly proper to observe the modesty of Paul who willingly
permits another person to complete the work which he had begun. And,
indeed, although Titus is greatly inferior to him, he does not refuse to have
him for ejpanorqwth>n a “corrector,” to give the finishing hand to his work.
Such ought to be the dispositions of godly teachers; not that every one
should. labor to make everything bend to his own ambitious views, but
that they should strive to assist each other, and that, when any one has
labored more successfully, he should be congratulated and not envied by all
the rest.

And yet we must not imagine that Paul intended that Titus should correct
those things which he had left undone, either through ignorance, or
forgetfulness, or carelessness, but those things which he could not finish
on account of the shortness of the time. In short, he enjoined Titus to
make that correction which he would himself have made, if he had
remained longer in Crete; not by varying — not by changing anything, but
by adding what was wanting; because the difficulty of such a work does
not allow every part of it to be done in a single day.

And appoint presbyters in each city f9 In the spiritual building this nearly
comes next to doctrine, that pastors be ordained, to take charge of



governing the Church; and therefore Paul mentions it here in preference to
everything else. It is a point which ought to be carefully observed, that
churches cannot safely remain without the ministry of pastors, and that
consequently, wherever there is a considerable body of people, a pastor
should be appointed over it. And yet he does not say that each town shall
have a pastor, so that no place shall have more than one; but he means that
no towns shall be destitute of pastors

Presbyters or elders. It is well known, that it was not on account of age,
that they received this appellation; for sometimes those who were still
young — such as Timothy — were admitted to this rank. But in all
languages it has been customary to apply this honorable designation to all
rulers. Although we may conclude, from <540517>1 Timothy 5:17, that there
were two classes of presbyters, the context will immediately show, that
here none other than teachers are meant, that is, those who were ordained
to teach; for immediately afterwards, he will call the same persons
“bishops.”

But it may be thought that he gives too much power to Titus, when he
bids him appoint ministers for all the churches. That would be almost
royal power. Besides, this method takes away from each church the right
of choosing, and from the College of Pastors the power of judging; and
thus the sacred administration of the Church would be almost wholly
profaned. The answer is easy. He does not give permission to Titus, that
he alone may do everything in this matter, and may place over the
churches those whom he thinks fit to appoint to be bishops; but only bids
him preside, as moderator, at the elections, which is quite necessary. This
mode of expression is very common. In the same manner, a consul, or
regent, or dictator is said to have created consuls, on account of having
presided over the public assembly in electing them. Thus also Luke relates
that Paul and Barnabas ordained elders in every church. (<441423>Acts
14:23.) Not that they alone, in an authoritative manner, appointed pastors
which the churches had neither approved nor known; but that they
ordained fit men, who had been chosen or desired by the people. From this
passage we do indeed learn, that there was not at that time such equality
among the ministers of Christ but that some one had authority and
deliberative voice above others; but this has nothing to do with the
tyrannical and profane custom which prevails in Popery as to Collations.
The apostles had a widely different mode of procedure.



6. If any one is blameless. In order that no one may be angry with Titus, as
if he were too rigorous or severe in rejecting any, Paul takes the whole
blame to himself; f10 for he declares that he has expressly commanded, that
no one may be admitted, unless he be such a person as is here described.
Accordingly, as he testified, a little before, that he had invested Titus with
authority to preside in the appointment of pastors, that others might allow
to him that right; so he now relates the injunction which he had given, lest
the severity of Titus should be exposed to the illwill of the ignorant, or the
slanders of wicked men.

As this passage presents to us a lively portrait of a lawful bishop, we
ought to observe it carefully; but, on the other hand, as almost everything
that is here contained has been explained by me in the Commentary on the
First Epistle to Timothy, it will be enough at present to touch on it
slightly. When he says, that a bishop must be ajne>gklhov, blameless, he
does not mean one who is exempt from every vice, (for no such person
could at any time be found,) but one who is marked by no disgrace that
would lessen his authority. He means, therefore, that he shall be a man of
unblemished reputation.

The husband of one wife. The reason why this rule is laid down — has
been explained by us in the Commentary on the First Epistle to Timothy.
Polygamy was so common among the Jews, that the wicked custom had
nearly passed into a law. If any man had married two wives before he
made a profession of Christianity, it would have been cruel to compel him
to divorce one of them; and therefore the apostles endured what was in
itself faulty, because they could not correct it. Besides, they who had
involved themselves by marrying more shall one wife at a time, even
though they had been prepared to testify their repentance by retaining but
one wife, had, nevertheless, given a sign of their incontinence, which might
have been a brand on their good name. The meaning is the same as if Paul
had enjoined them to elect those who had lived chastely in marriage — had
been satisfied with having a single wife, and had forbidden those who had
manifested the power of lust by marrying many wives. At the same time,
he who, having become an unmarried man by the death of his wife, marries
another, ought, nevertheless, to be accounted “the husband of one wife;”
for the apostle does not say, that they shall choose him who has been, but
him who is, “the husband of one wife.”



Having believing children. Seeing that it is required that a pastor shall have
prudence and gravity, it is proper that those qualities should be exhibited
in his family; for how shall that man Who cannot rule his own house — be
able to govern the church! Besides, not only must the bishop himself be
free from reproach, but his whole family ought to be a sort of mirror of
chaste and honorable discipline; and, therefore, in the First Epistle to
Timothy, he not less strictly enjoins their wives what they ought to be.

First, he demands that the children shall be “believers;” whence it is
obvious that they have been educated in the sound doctrine of godliness,
and in the fear of the Lord. Secondly, that they shall not be devoted to
luxury, that they may be known to have been educated to temperance and
frugality. Thirdly, that they shall not be disobedient; for he who cannot
obtain from his children any reverence or subjection — will hardly be able
to restrain the people by the bridle of discipline.

<560107>TITUS 1:7-9
7. For a bishop must be blameless,
as the steward of God; not self-
willed, not soon angry, not given to
wine, no striker, not given to filthy
lucre;

7. oportet enim episcopum sine
crimine esse sicut Dei dispensatorem
non superbum non iracundum non
vinolentum non percussorem non
turpilucri cupidum

8. But a lover of hospitality, a
lover of good men, sober, just,
holy, temperate;

8. sed hospitalem benignum sobrium
iustum sanctum continentem

9. Molding fast the faithful word
as he hath been taught, that he may
be able by sound doctrine both to
exhort and to convince the
gainsayers.

9. amplectentem eum qui secundum
doctrinam est fidelem sermonem ut
potens sit et exhortari in doctrina
sana et eos qui contradicunt arguere

7. For a bishop ought to be blameless, as a governor of the house of God.
He again repeats, that they who aspire to the office of a bishop ought to
retain an unspotted reputation; and he confirms it by this argument, that,
because the Church is the house of God, every person who is appointed to
govern it — is constituted, as it were, governor of the house of God. Now,
he would be ill spoken of among men, Who should take a scandalous and



infamous person, and make him his steward; and therefore it would be far
more base and intolerable to appoint such persons to be rulers of the
household of God. The Latin word dispensator (steward or manager) —
employed in the old translation, and retained by Erasmus —  does not at
all express Paul’s meaning; for, in order that greater care may be exercised
in the election, he adorns the office of a bishop within this honorable
eulogy, that it is a government of the house of God, as he says to
Timothy,

“That thou mayest know how thou oughtest to conduct thyself in
the house of the living God, the pillar and foundation of truth.”

(<540315>1 Timothy 3:15.)

This passage plainly shows that there is no distinction between a
presbyter and a bishop; for he now calls indiscriminately, by the latter
name, those whom he formerly he employs both names in the same sense,
without any distinction; as Jerome has remarked, both in his Commentary
on this passage, and in his Epistle to Evagrius. And hence we may perceive
how much greater deference has been paid to the opinions of men than
ought to have been paid to them; for the language of the Holy Spirit, has
been set aside, and the custom introduced by the arbitrary will of man has
prevailed. For my own part, I do not find fault with the custom which has
existed from the very beginning of the Church, that each assembly of
bishops shall have one moderator; f12 but that the name of office which
God has given to all, shall be conveyed to one alone, and that all the rest
shall be deprived of it, is both unreason able and absurd. Besides, to
pervert the language of the Holy Spirit — in such a manner that the same
words shall have a different meaning from what he intended — is excessive
and profane hardihood. f13

Not self-willed. With good reason does he condemn this vice in a bishop,
whose duty it is not only to receive kindly those who come to him of their
own accord, but also to allure those who withdraw themselves, that he
may conduct all in like manner to Christ. Now, aujqa>deia (as Plato says
in one of his Epistles to Dion) th~v ejrhmi>av ejsti< xu>noikov that is, “self-
will is closely allied to solitude;” for society and friendship cannot be
cherished, when every man pleases himself to such an extent as to refuse
to yield and accommodate himself to others. And, indeed, every



(aujqa>dhv) “self-willed” person, as soon as an occasion presents itself,
will instantly become a fanatic.

8. But hospitable, devoted to kindness. Hence it is evident how destructive
is that plague which tears the Church by quarrels. With this vice he
contrasts, first, docility, and next, gentleness and modesty towards all; for
a bishop will never teach well, who is not also ready to learn. Augustine
praises highly a saying of Cyprian: “Let him be as patient to learn as
skillful to teach.” Besides, bishops often need advice and warnings. If they
refuse to be admonished, if they reject good advices, they will immediately
fall headlong to the grievous injury of the Church. The remedy against
these evils, therefore, is, that they be not wise to themselves.

I have chosen to translate fila>gaqon devoted to kindness, rather than
with Erasmus, “a lover of good things;” for this virtue, accompanied by
hospitality, appears to be contrasted by Paul with covetousness and
niggardliness. He calls that man just, who lives among men without doing
harm to any one. Holiness has reference to God; for even Plato draws this
distinction between the two words.

9. Holding fast the faithful word. This is the chief gift in a bishop, who is
elected principally for the sake of teaching; for the Church cannot be
governed in any other way than by the word. “The faithful word” is the
appellation which he gives to that doctrine which is pure, and which has
proceeded from the mouth of God. He wishes that a bishop should hold it
fast, so as not only to be well instructed in it, but to be constant in
maintaining it. There are some fickle persons who easily suffer themselves
to be carried away to various kinds of doctrine; while others are cast down
by fear, or moved by any occurrence to forsake the defense of the truth.
Paul therefore enjoins that those persons shall be chosen who, having
cordially embraced the truth of God, and holding it firmly, never allow it to
be wrested from them, or can be torn from it. And, indeed, nothing is more
dangerous than that fickleness of which I have spoken, when a pastor does
not stedfastly adhere to that doctrine of which he ought to be the unshaken
defender. In short, in a pastor there is demanded not only learning, but
such zeal for pure doctrine as never to depart from it.

But what is meant by according to instruction or doctrine? f14 The meaning
is, that it is useful for the edification of the Church; for Paul is not wont to
give the name of “doctrine” to anything that is learned and known without



promoting any advancement of godliness; but, on the contrary, he
condemns as vain and unprofitable all the speculations which yield no
advantage, however ingenious they may be in other respects. Thus, “He
that teacheth, let him do it in doctrine;” that is, let him labor to do good to
the hearers. (<451207>Romans 12:7.) In short, the first thing required in a
pastor is, that he be well instructed in the knowledge of sound doctrine;
the second is, that, with unwavering firmness of courage, he hold by the
confession of it to the last; and the third is, that he make his manner of
teaching tend to edification, and do not, through motives of ambition, fly
about through the subtleties of frivolous curiosity, but seek only the solid
advantage of the Church.

That he may be able. The pastor ought to have two voices: one, for
gathering the sheep; and another, for warding off and driving away wolves
and thieves. The Scripture supplies him with the means of doing both; for
he who is deeply skilled in it will be able both to govern those who are
teachable, and to refute the enemies of the truth. This twofold use of
Scripture Paul describes when he says, That he may be able to exhort and
to convince adversaries. And hence let us learn, first, what is the true
knowledge of a bishop, and, next, to what purpose it ought to be applied.
That bishop is truly wise, who holds the right faith; and he makes a proper
use of his knowledge, when he applies it to the edification of the people.

This is remarkable applause bestowed on the word of God, when it is
pronounced to be sufficient, not only for governing the teachable, but for
subduing the obstinacy of enemies. And, indeed, the power of truth
revealed by the Lord is such that it easily vanquishes all falsehoods. Let
the Popish bishops now go and boast of being the successors of the
apostles, seeing that the greater part of them are so ignorant of all doctrine,
as to reckon ignorance to be no small part of their dignity.



<560110>TITUS 1:10-12
10. For there are many unruly and
vain talkers and deceivers, specially
they of the circumcision:

10 sunt enim multi et
inoboedientes vaniloqui et
seductores maxime qui de
circumcisione sunt

11 Whose mouths must be stopped;
who subvert whole houses, teaching
things which they ought not, for
filthy lucre’s sake.

11 quos oportet redargui qui
universas domos subvertunt
docentes quae non oportet turpis
lucri gratia

12. One of themselves, even a
prophet of their own. said, The
Cretians are alway liars, evil beasts,
slow bellies.

12 dixit quidam ex illis proprius
ipsorum propheta Cretenses
semper mendaces malae bestiae
ventres pigri

10. For there are many unruly. f15 After having laid down a general rule,
which ought to be everywhere observed, in order that Titus may be more
attentive to adhere to it, he holds out to him the urgent necessity which
ought to excite him more than all things else. He warns him that he has to
deal with many obstinate and incorrigible persons, that many are puffed
up with vanity and idle talk, that many are deceivers; and that therefore
they ought to choose, on the other hand, such leaders as are qualified and
well prepared to oppose them. For, if the children of this world, when
dangers arise, increase their solicitude and watchfulness, it would be
disgraceful for us, when Satan is using his utmost efforts to remain careless
and inactive, as if we were in a state of peace.

Unruly. Instead of (inobedientes) disobedient, which is the rendering in the
old translation for ajnupo>taktoi Erasmus translates it (intractabiles)
incorrigible. He means those who cannot endure to be brought to obey,
and who throw off the yoke of subjection. He gives the appellation of vain
talkers, f16 not only to the authors of false doctrines, but to those who,
addicted to ambitious display, occupy themselves with nothing but useless
subtleties. Mataiologi>a f17 (vain talking) is contrasted with useful and
solid doctrine, and therefore includes all trivial and frivolous speculations,
which contain nothing but empty bombast, because they contribute
nothing to piety and the fear of God. And such is all the scholastic
theology that is found, in the present day, in Popery. Yet he calls the same



persons deceivers of minds. It may be thought preferable to view this as
relating to a different class of persons; but, for my own part, I think that it
means the same class; for the teachers of such trifles entice and fascinate
the minds of men, so as no longer to receive sound doctrine.

Chiefly they who are of the circumcision. He says that they are chiefly of
the Jews; for it is highly requisite that such plagues shall be known by all.
We ought not to listen to those who plead that we should spare the
reputation of this or that individual, when the matter in question is the
great danger of the whole Church. And so much the greater danger was to
be apprehended from that nation, because it claimed superiority above
others on account of the sacredness of its lineage. This is therefore the
reason why Paul reproves the Jews more sharply, in order to take from
them the power of doing injury.

11. Whose mouth must be stopped. A good pastor ought therefore to be on
the watch, so as not to give silent permission to wicked and dangerous
doctrines to make gradual progress, or to allow wicked men an
opportunity of spreading them. But it may be asked, “How is it possible
for a bishop to constrain obstinate and self-willed men to be silent? For
such persons, even though they are vanquished in argument, still do not
hold their peace; and it frequently happens that, the more manifestly they
are refuted and vanquished, they become the more insolent; for not only is
their malice strengthened and inflamed, but they give themselves up to
indolence.” I reply, when they have been smitten down by the sword of
God’s word, and overwhelmed by the force of the truth, the Church may
command them to be silent; and if they persevere, they may at least be
banished from the society of believers, so that they shall have no
opportunity of doing harm. f18 Yet by “shutting the mouth” Paul simply
means — ”to refute their vain talking, even though they should not cease
to make a noise; for he who is convicted by the word of God, however he
may chatter, has nothing to say.

Who overturn whole houses. If the faith of one individual were in danger of
being overturned, (for we are speaking of the perdition of a single soul
redeemed by the blood of Christ) the pastor should immediately gird
himself for the combat; how much less tolerable is it to see whole houses
overturned?



Teaching things which they ought not. The manner in which they were
overturned is described in these words. Hence we may infer how
dangerous it is to make even the smallest departure from sound doctrine;
for he does not say that the doctrines, by which they overturned time faith
of many, were openly wicked; but we may understand by this designation
every kind of corruptions, when there is a turning aside from the desire of
edification. Thus it is in reality, that, amidst so great weakness of the flesh,
we are exceedingly prone to fall; and hence it arises, that Satan easily and
speedily destroys, by his ministers, what godly teachers had reared with
great and long-continued toil.

He next points out the source of the evil, a desire of dishonest gain; by
which He reminds us flow destructive a plague avarice is in teachers; for,
as soon as they give themselves up to the pursuit of gain, they must labor
to obtain the favor and countenance of men. This is quickly followed by
the corruption of pure doctrine.

12. One of themselves, a prophet of their own. I have no doubt that he who
is here spoken of is Epimenides, who was a native of Crete; for, when the
Apostle says that this author was “one of themselves,” and was “a
prophet of their own,” he undoubtedly means that he belonged to the
nation of the Cretans. Why he calls him a Prophet--is doubtful. Some think
that the reason is, that the book from which Paul borrowed this passage
bears the title Peri< Crhsmw~n “concerning oracles.” Others are of opinion
that Paul speaks ironically, by saying that they have such a Prophet — a
Prophet worthy of a nation which refuses to listen to the servants of God.
But as poets are sometimes called by the Greeks (profh~tai) “prophets,”
and as the Latin authors call them Vates, I consider it to denote simply a
teacher. The reason why they were so called appears to have been, that
they were always reckoned to be (ge>nov qei~on kai< ejnqousiastiko>n) “a
divine race and moved by divine inspiration.” Thus also Adimantus, in the
Second Book of Plato’s treatise Peri< Politei>av after having called the
poets ui[ouv Qew~n “sons of the gods,” adds, that they also became their
prophets. For this reason I think that Paul accommodates his style to the
ordinary practice. Nor is it of any importance to inquire on what occasion
Epimenides calls his countrymen liars, namely, because they boast of
having the sepulcher of Jupiter; but seeing that the poet takes it from an
ancient and well-known report, the Apostle quotes it as a proverbial
saying. f19



From this passage we may infer that those persons are superstitious, who
do not venture to borrow anything from heathen authors. All truth is from
God; and consequently, if wicked men have said anything that is true and
just, we ought not to reject it; for it has come from God. Besides, all things
are of God; and, therefore, why should it not be lawful to dedicate to his
glory everything that can properly be employed for such a purpose? But
on this subject the reader may consult Basil’s discourse f20 pro<v tou<v

ne>ouv, o[pwv a}n ejx eJll k.t.l.

<560113>TITUS 1:13-16
13. This witness is true: wherefore
rebuke them sharply, that they may
be sound in the faith,

13 testimonium hoc verum est
quam ob causam increpa illos dure
ut sani sint in fide

14. Not giving heed to Jewish fables,
and commandments of men, that turn
from the truth.

14 non intendentes iudaicis fabulis
et mandatis hominum aversantium
se a veritate

15. Unto the pure all things are pure:
but unto them that are defiled and
unbelieving is nothing pure; but even
their mind and conscience is defiled.

15 omnia munda mundis
coinquinatis autem et infidelibus
nihil mundum sed inquinatae sunt
eorum et mens et conscientia

16. They profess that they know
God; but in works they deny him,
being abominable, and disobedient,
and unto every good work reprobate.

16 confitentur se nosse Deum
factis autem negant cum sunt
abominati et incredibiles et ad
omne opus bonum reprobi

13. This testimony is true. f21 How worthiness soever the witness may have
been, f22 yet the truth which has been spoken by him is acknowledged by
Paul. The inhabitants of Crete, of whom he speaks with such sharpness
were undoubtedly very wicked. The Apostle, who is wont to reprove
mildly those who deserved to be treated with extreme severity, would
never have spoken so harshly of the Cretans, if he had not been moved by
very strong reasons. What term more reproachful than these opprobrious
epithets can be imagined; that they were “lazy, devoted to the belly,
destitute of truth, evil beasts?” Nor are these vices charged against one or a
few persons, but he condemns the whole nation.



It was truly a wonderful purpose of God, that he called a nation so
depraved, and so infamous on account of its vices, to be among the first
who should partake of the gospel; but his goodness is not less worthy of
admiration, in having bestowed heavenly grace on those who did not even
deserve to live in this world. f23 In that country so corrupt, as if in the
midst of hell, the Church of Christ held a position, and did not cease to be
extended, though it was infected by the corruption of the evils which
prevailed there; for here Paul not only reproves those who were strangers
to the faith, but expressly reproves those who had made a profession of
Christianity. Perceiving that these vices so hateful have already taken root,
and are spreading far and wide, he does not spare the reputation of the
whole nation, that he may attempt the care of those whom there was some
hope of healing.

Wherefore rebuke them sharply. Of that circumspection and prudence with
which a bishop ought to be endowed, it is not the least part, that he
regulate his manner of teaching by the dispositions and conduct of men.
We must not deal with obstinate and unruly persons in the same manner as
with those who are meek and teachable; for, in instructing the latter, we
ought to use such mildness as is suitable to their teachable disposition,
while the stubbornness of the former must be severely corrected, and (as
the saying is) for a bad knot there must be a bad wedge. f24 The reason why
Titus ought to be more sharp and severe in rebuking them has been already
stated, namely, that they are “evil beasts.”

That they may be sound in the faith. Whether the “soundness” or
“healthfulness” is here contrasted with the diseases which he has
mentioned, or whether he simply commands them to remain in the sound
faith, is uncertain. I prefer the latter view. As they already are exceedingly
vicious, and may easily be corrupted more and more, he wishes them to be
more closely and strictly kept within the pure faith. f25

14. And may not listen to Jewish fables. He now shews in what “sound
faith” consists — when it is not corrupted by any “fables.” But in
guarding against the danger he prescribes this remedy — not to give ear to
them; for God wishes us to be so attentive to his word, that there shall be
no entrance for trifles. And, indeed, when the truth of God has once gained
admission all that can be brought against it will be so tasteless, that it will
not attract our minds. If, therefore, we wish to preserve the faith



uncontaminated, let us learn carefully to restrain our senses, so that they
may not give themselves up to strange contrivances; for, as soon as any
person shall begin to listen to fables, he will lose the purity of faith.

All trivial inventions he calls “fables,” or, as we would say, “trifles;” for
what he immediately adds, about “the commandments of men,” has the
same meaning. And he calls those men enemies of the truth who, not
satisfied with the pure doctrine of Christ, mix up with them their own
fooleries; for all that men of themselves contrive ought to be accounted
“fabulous.”

He attributes this vice chiefly to the Jews, because, under the presence of
the divine lew, they introduced superstitious ceremonies. The Gentiles,
being aware that they had been wretchedly deceived during their whole life,
more easily renounced their former course of life; while the Jews, having
been educated in the true religion, obstinately defended the ceremonies to
which they had been accustomed, and could not be convinced that the Law
had been abrogated. In this manner they disturbed all churches, because, as
soon as the gospel began to make its appearance anywhere, they did not
cease to corrupt its purity by mixing it with their leaven. Accordingly,
Paul not only forbids them, in general terms, to degenerate from sound
doctrine, but points out, as with the finger, the present evil which needed
to be remedied, that they may be on their guard against it.

15. To the pure all things indeed are pure. He glances at one class of
fabulous opinions; for the choice of the kinds of food, (such as was
temporarily enjoined by Moses,) together with purifications and washings,
were insisted on as being still necessary, and they even made holiness to
consist almost wholly in these minute observances. How dangerous to the
Church this was, we have already explained. First, a snare of bondage was
laid on the consciences; and next, ignorant persons, bound by this
superstition, had a veil drawn over their eyes, which hindered them from
advancing in the pure knowledge of Christ. If any of the Gentiles refused
to submit to this yoke, because he had not been accustomed to it, the Jews
vehemently contended for it, as if it had been the chief article of religions.
Not without good reason, therefore, does Paul firmly oppose such
corrupters of the gospel. In this passage, indeed, he not only refutes their
error, but wittily laughs at their folly, in laboring anxiously, any advantage,
about abstaining from certain kinds of food and things of that nature



In the first clause of this verse he upholds Christian liberty, by asserting,
that to believers nothing is unclean; but at the same time he indirectly
censures the false apostles who set no value on inward purity, which alone
is esteemed by God. He therefore rebukes their ignorance, in not
understanding that Christians are pure without the ceremonies enjoined by
the Law; and next he chastises their hypocrisy, in disregarding uprightness
of heart, and occupying themselves with useless exercises. But as the
subject now in hand is not the health of the body, but peace of conscience,
he means nothing else than that the distinction of the kinds of food, which
was in force under the Law, has now been abolished. For the same reason
it is evident, that they do wrong, who impose religious scruples on
consciences in this matter; for this is not a doctrine intended for a single
age, but an eternal oracle of the Holy Spirit, which cannot lawfully be set
aside by any new law.

Accordingly, this must be true till the end of the world, that there is no
kind of food which is unlawful in the sight of God; and, therefore, this
passage is fitly and appropriately quoted in opposition to the tyrannical
law of the Pope, which forbids the eating of flesh on certain days. And yet
I am not unacquainted with the sophistical arguments which they employ.
They affirm, that they do not forbid the eating of flesh, because they allege
that it is unclean, (for they acknowledge that all kinds of food are in
themselves clean and pure,) but that abstinence from flesh is enjoined on
another ground, that it has a tendency to tame the lust of the flesh; as if the
Lord had forbidden to eat swine’s flesh, because he judged swine to be
unclean. Even under the Law the fathers reckoned that everything which
God created is in itself pure and clean; but they held that they were
unclean for this reason, that the use of them was unlawful, because God
had forbidden it. All things are, therefore, pronounced by the Apostle to
be pure, with no other meaning than that the use of all things is free, as
regards the conscience. Thus, if any law binds the consciences to any
necessity of abstaining from certain kinds of food, it wickedly takes away
from believers that liberty Which God had given them.

But to the polluted and unbelieving nothing is pure. This is the second
clause, in which he ridicules the vain and useless precautions of such
instructors. He says that they gain nothing by guarding against uncleanness
in certain kinds of food, because they cannot touch anything that is clean
to them. Why so? Because they are “polluted,” and, therefore, by their



only touching those things which were otherwise pure, they become
“polluted.”

To the “polluted” he adds the “unbelieving,” f26 not as being a different
class of persons; but the addition is made for the sake of explanation.
Because there is no purity in the sight of God but that of faith, it follows
that all unbelievers are unclean. By no laws or rules, therefore, will they
obtain that cleanness which they desire to have; because, being themselves
“polluted,” they will find nothing in the world that is clean to them. f27

But their mind and conscience are polluted. He shows the fountain from
which flows all the filth which is spread over the whole life of man; for,
unless the heart be well purified, although men consider works to have
great splendor, and a sweet smell, yet with God they will excite disgust by
their abominable smell and by their filthiness.

“The Lord looketh on the heart,” (<091607>1 Samuel 16:7,)

and

“his eyes are on the truth.” (<240503>Jeremiah 5:3.)

Whence it arises, that those things which are lofty before men are
abomination before God.

The mind denotes the understanding, and the conscience relates rather to
the affections of the heart. But here two things ought to be observed; first,
that man is esteemed by God, not on account of outward works, but on
account of the sincere desire of the heart and, secondly, that the filth of
infidelity is so great, that it pollutes not only the man, but everything that
he touches. On this subject let the reader consult <370211>Haggai 2:11-14. In
like manner Paul teaches that

“all things are sanctified by the word,” (<540405>1 Timothy 4:5,)

because men use nothing in a pure manner till they receive it by faith from
the hand of God.

16. They profess that they know God. He treats those persons as they
deserve; for hypocrites, who give their whole attention to minute
observances, despise fearlessly what constitutes the chief part of time
Christian life. The consequence is, that they display their vanity, while
contempt of God is manifested in open crimes. And this is what Paul



means; that they who wish to be seen abstaining from one kind of food —
indulge in wantonness and rebellion, as if they had shaken of the yoke; that
their conduct is disgraceful and full of wickedness, and that not a spark of
virtue is visible in their whole life.

For they are abominable, disobedient, and to every good work reprobate.
When he calls them, bdeluktou>v  f28 abominable, he seems to allude to
their pretended holiness, to which they gave their earnest attention. But
Paul declares that they gain no advantage, for they do not cease to be
profane and detestable. With good reason does he accuse them of
disobedience; for nothing can be more haughty than hypocrites, who exert
themselves so laboriously about ceremonies, in order that they may have it
in their power to despise with impunity the chief requirements of the law.
We may appropriately interpret the word ajdo>kimoi reprobate in an
active signification; as if he had said, that they who wish to be thought so
sagacious instructors in trifles — are destitute of judgment and
understanding as to good works.



CHAPTER 2
<560201>TITUS 2:1-5

1. But speak thou the things which
become sound doctrine:

1 Tu autem loquere quae decet
sanam doctrinam

2. That the aged men be sober, grave,
temperate, sound in faith, in charity,
in patience.

2 senes ut sobrii sint pudici
prudentes sani fide dilectione
patientia

3. The aged women likewise, that
they be in behavior as becometh
holiness, not false accusers, not given
to much wine, teachers of good
things;

3 anus similiter in habitu sancto
non criminatrices non vino multo
servientes bene docentes

4. That they may teach the young
women to be sober, to love their
husbands, to love their children,

4 ut prudentiam doceant
adulescentulas ut viros suos ament
filios diligant

5. To be discreet, chaste, keepers at
home, good, obedient to their own
husbands, that the word of God be
not blasphemed.

5 prudentes castas domus curam
habentes benignas subditas suis
viris ut non blasphemetur verbum
Dei

1. But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine. He points out
the remedy for driving away fables, namely, that Titus should devote
himself to edification. He gives the appellation of sound doctrine to that
which may instruct men to godliness; for all trifles vanish away, when that
which is solid is taught. When be enjoins him to speak those things which
agree with “sound doctrine,” it is as if he had said, that Titus must be
continually employed in this preaching; for to mention these things once or
twice would not be enough. And Paul does not speak of the discourse of a
single day; but so long as Titus shall hold the office of pastor, he wishes
him to be employed in teaching this doctrine.

“Sound doctrine” is so called from the effect produced by it; as, on the
contrary, he says, that unskillful men dote about questions which do no
good. Sound, therefore, means wholesome, that which actually feeds souls.



Thus, by a single word, as by a solemn proclamation, he banishes from the
Church all speculations which serve rather to promote ostentation than to
aid godliness, f29 as he did in both of the Epistles to Timothy.

He makes “sound doctrine” to consist of two parts. The first is that which
magnifies the grace of God in Christ, from which we may learn where we
ought to seek our salvation; and the second is that by which the life is
framed to the fear of God, and inoffensive conduct. Although the former,
which includes faith, is far more excellent, and therefore ought to be more
zealously inculcated; yet Paul, in writing to Timothy, was not careful
about attending to order; for he had to deal with an intelligent man, to
whom he would offer an insult, if he dictated to him word by word, as is
usually done to apprentices or beginners. Under the person of Titus,
indeed, he instructs the whole church of Crete; yet he attends to the rules
of propriety, that he may not appear to distrust his prudence. Besides, the
reason why he is longer in his exhortations is, that they who gave their
whole attention to idle questions — needed especially to be exhorted to
the practice of a good and holy life; for nothing is better fitted to restrain
the wandering curiosity of men than to know in what duties f30 they ought
to be employed.

2. That aged men be sober. He begins with particular duties, that the
discourse may be better adapted to the instruction of the people. And he
does so, not only that he may accommodate himself to their capacity, but
that he may press every one more closely; for a general doctrine produces
a less powerful impression; but when by holding out a few cases, he has
instructed every person about his duty, there is no one who may not
easily conclude, that the Lord has sufficiently instructed him as to the
work in which he ought to be employed. We must not therefore, look for a
regular method here; for Paul’s design was only to state briefly what were
the subjects concerning which godly teachers ought to speak, and not to
undertake to treat largely of those subjects.

“Aged men” are mentioned by him in the first place. He wishes them to be
“sober,” because excessive drinking is a vice too common among the old.
Gravity, which he next mentions, is procured by well-regulated morals.
Nothing thing is more shameful than for an old man to indulge in youthful
wantonness, and, by his countenance, to strengthen the impudence of the
young. In the life of old men, therefore, let there be displayed semno>thv “a



becoming gravity,” which shall constrain the young to modesty. This will
be followed chiefly by temperance, which he immediately adds.

Sound in faith. I do not know whether the word “sound” or “healthy”
contains an indirect allusion to the various diseases of old men, with which
he contrasts this health of the soul; at least, I think so, though I do not
affirm it. With good reason does he include in these three parts — faith,
love, patience — the sum of Christian perfection. By faith we worship
God; for neither calling upon him, nor any exercises of godliness, can be
separated from it. Love extends to all the commandments of the second
table. Next follows patience as the seasoning of “faith” and “love;” for
without “patience” faith would not long endure, and many occurrences are
taking place every day — instances of unhandsome conduct or evil temper,
which irritate us so much that we should not only be languid, but almost
dead, to the duties of love towards our neighbor, if the same “patience” did
not support us.

3. That aged women in like manner. We very frequently see, that females
advanced in age either continue to dress with the lightness of youthful
years, or have something superstitious in their apparel, and seldom hit the
golden mean. Paul wished to guard against both extremes, by enjoining
them to follow a course that is agreeable both to outward propriety and to
religion; or, if you choose to express it in simpler language, to give
evidence, by their very dress, that they are holy and godly women.

He next corrects other two vices, to which they are often addicted, when
he forbids them to be slanderers and slaves to much wine. Talkativeness is
a disease of women, and it is increased by old age. To this is added, that
women never think that they are eloquent enough, if they are not given to
prattling and to slander — if they do not attack the characters of all. “he
consequence is, that old women, by their slanderous talkativeness, as by a
lighted torch, frequently set on fire may houses. Many are also given to
drinking, so that, forgetting modesty and gravity, they indulge in an
unbecoming wantonness

4. That they may teach young women temperance. That they may be more
attentive to duty, he shows that it is not enough if their own life be decent,
if they do not also train young women, by their instructions, to a decent
and chaste life. He therefore adds, that by their example they should train



to temperance and gravity those younger women whom the warmth of
youth might otherwise lead into imprudence.

To love their husbands and their children. I do not agree with those who
think that this is a recapitulation of the advices which elderly women
should give to those who are younger for a careful perusal of the context
will enable any one easily to perceive that Paul goes on in explaining the
duties of women, which apply equally to those who are older. Besides, the
construction would be inappropriate, swfroni>zwsi, sw>fronav ei+nai.
f31 Yet while he instructs elderly females what they ought to be, he at the
same time holds out to the younger the example which they ought to
follow. Thus he indiscriminately teaches both. In short, he wishes women
to be restrained, by conjugal love and affection for their children, from
giving themselves up to licentious attachments, he wishes them to rule
their own house in a sober and orderly manner, forbids them to wander
about in public places, bids them be chaste, and at the same time modest,
so as to be subject to the dominion of their husbands; for those who excel
in other virtues sometimes take occasion from them to act haughtily, so as
to be disobedient to their husbands.

When he adds, that the word of God may not be evil spoken of, it is
supposed that this relates strictly to women who were married to
unbelieving husbands, who might judge of the gospel from the wicked
conduct of their wives; and this appears to be confirmed by 1 Peter in.1.
But what if he does not speak: of husbands alone? And, indeed, it is
probable that he demands such strictness of life as not to bring the gospel
into the contempt of the public by their vices. As to the other parts of the
verse, the reader will find them explained in the Commentary on the First
Epistle to Timothy.



<560206>TITUS 2:6-10
6. Young men likewise exhort to be
sober-minded.

6 Juvenes similiter hortare ut
sobrii sint

7. In all things shewing thyself a
pattern of good works: in doctrine
shewing uncorruptness, gravity,
sincerity,

7 In omnibus to ipsum praebe
exemplum bonorum operum in
doctrina integritatem gravitatem

8. Sound speech, that cannot be
condemned; that he that is of the
contrary part may be ashamed,
having no evil thing to say of you.

8 Sermonem sanum
inreprehensibilem ut is qui ex
adverso est vereatur nihil habens
malum dicere de nobis

9. Exhort servants to be obedient
unto their own masters, and to please
them well in all things; not answering
again;

9 Servos dominis suis subditos
esse in omnibus placentes non
contradicentes

10. Not purloining, but strewing all
good fidelity; that they may adorn
the doctrine of God our Savior in all
things.

10 Non fraudantes, sed in omnibus
fidem bonam ostendentes ut
doctrinam salutaris nostri Dei
ornent in omnibus

6. Exhort likewise younger men. He merely enjoins that young men be
instructed to be temperate; for temperance, as Plato shows, cures the
whole understanding of man. It is as if he had said, “Let them be well
regulated and obedient to reason.”

7. In all things strewing thyself. For doctrine will otherwise carry little
authority, if its power and majesty do not shine in the life of the bishop,
f32 as in a mirror. He wishes, therefore, that the teacher may be a pattern,
which his scholars may copy. f33

A pattern of good works in doctrine, uprightness, gravity. In the original
Greek the style is inhere involved and obscure, and this creates ambiguity.
First, he makes use of the words in doctrine, and then adds, in the
accusative case, integrity, gravity, etc. f34 Without mentioning the
interpretations given by others, I shall state that which appears to me to
be the most probable. First, I connect these words, of good works in
doctrine; for, after having enjoined Titus that, in teaching he shall inculcate



the practice of good works, he wishes that good works, which correspond
to this doctrine, may be visible in his life; and consequently the
preposition in means that they shall be suitable, or shall correspond, to the
doctrine. What follows is in no degree obscure; for; in order that he may
exhibit a representation of his doctrine in morals, he bids him be “upright
and grave.”

8. Sound speech, unblamable. f35 “Sound speech” relates (in my opinion)
to ordinary life and familiar conversation; for it would be absurd to
interpret it as relating to public instruction, since he only wishes that
Titus, both in his actions and in his words, shall lead a life that agrees with
his preaching. He therefore enjoins that his words shall be pure and free
from all corruption.

Unblamable may apply either to the words or the person of Titus. I prefer
the latter view, that the other nouns in the accusative case (which the
Greek syntax easily allows) may depend upon it in this sense — ”that
thou mayest shew thyself unblamable in gravity, in integrity, and in sound
words.”

That the adversary may be ashamed. Although a Christian man ought to
look at other objects, yet this must not be neglected, to shut the mouth of
wicked men, as we are everywhere taught that we should give no occasion
for slander. Everything that they can seize on as improper in our conduct
is maliciously turned against Christ and his doctrine. The consequence is,
that, through our fault, the sacred name of God is exposed to insult.
Accordingly, the more we perceive that we are keenly observed by
enemies, let us be the more attentive to guard against their calumnies, and
thus let their malignity strengthen in us the desire of doing well.

9. Servants, that they be subject to their masters. It has been already said
that Paul merely glances at some things by way of example, and does not
explain the whole of these subjects, as if he undertook, expressly, to
handle them. Accordingly, when he enjoins servants to please their masters
in all things, this desire of pleasing must be limited to those things which
are proper; as is evident from other passages of a similar nature, in which
an exception is expressly added, to the effect that nothing should be done
but according to the will of God.



It may be authority of others shall be obedient and submissive. With good
reason he does this, for nothing is more contrary to the natural disposition
of man than subjection, and there was danger lest they should take the
gospel as a pretext for becoming more refractory, as reckoning it
unreasonable that they should be subject to the authority of unbelievers.
So much the greater care and diligence ought pastors to use for either
subduing or checking this rebellious spirit.

10. Not thievish but strewing all good faith. He censures two vices that are
common among servants, petulant replies, and a propensity to steal. f36

The comedies are full of instances of excessively ready talk, by which
servants cheat their masters. Nor was it without reason that an exchange of
names took place in ancient times, by which “servant “and “thief “became
convertible terms. Thus prudence requires that we make our instructions
apply to the morals of each individual.

By  faith he means fidelity to their masters; and therefore, to shew all faith
is to act faithfully, without using fraud or doing injury, in transacting the
affairs of their masters.

That they may adorn the doctrine of God our Savior in all things. This
ought to be a very sharp spur of exhortation to us, when we learn that our
becoming conduct adorns the doctrine of God, which, at the same time, is a
mirror of his glory. And, indeed, we see that this usually happens; as, on
the other hand, our wicked life brings disgrace upon it; for men commonly
judge of us from our works. But this circumstance ought also to be
observed, that God deigns to receive an “ornament” from shaves, whose
condition was so low and mean that they were wont to be scarcely
accounted men; for he does not mean “servants,” such as we have in the
present day, but slaves, f37 who were bought with money, and held as
property, hike oxen or horses. And if the life of those men is an ornament
to the Christian name, much more let those who are in honor take care that
they do not stain it by their baseness.



<560211>TITUS 2:11-15
11. For the grace of God that
bringeth salvation hath appeared to
all men,

11 Apparuit enim gratia Dei
salutaris omnibus hominibus

12. Teaching us, that, denying
ungodliness and worldly lusts, we
should live soberly, righteously, and
godly, in this present world;

12 erudiens nos ut abnegantes
impietatem et saecularia desideria
sobrie et iuste et pie vivamus in hoc
saeculo

13. Looking for that blessed hope,
and the glorious appearing of the
great God and our Savior Jesus
Christ;

13 expectantes beatam spem et
adventum gloriae magni Dei et
salvatoris nostri Iesu Christi

14. Who gave himself for us, that he
might redeem us from all iniquity,
and purify unto himself a peculiar
people, zealous of good works.

14 qui dedit semet ipsum pro nobis
ut nos redimeret ab omni iniquitate
et mundaret sibi populum
acceptabilem sectatorem bonorum
operum

15. These things speak, and exhort,
and rebuke with all authority. Let
no man despise thee.

15 haec loquere et exhortare et argue
cum omni imperio nemo to
contemnat

11. For the grace of God  f38 hath appeared. He argues from the design of
redemption, which he shews to be a desire to live a godly and upright life.
Hence it follows, that the duty of a good teacher is rather to exhort to a
holy life than to occupy the minds of men with useless questions. “lie hath
redeemed us,” says Zacharias in his song, —

“that we may serve him in holiness and righteousness
all the days of our life.” (<420174>Luke 1:74, 75.)

For the same reason Paul says, the grace of God hath appeared, teaching
us; for he means that it ought to hold the place of instruction to us to
regulate our life well. What is proclaimed concerning the mercy of God is
seized by some as all occasion of licentiousness; while others are hindered
by slothfulness from meditating on “newness of life.” But the
manifestation of the grace of God unavoidably carries along with it
exhortations to a holy life.



Bringing salvation to all men, f39 That it is common to all is expressly
testified by him on account of the slaves of whom he had spoken. Yet he
does not mean individual men, but rather describes individual classes, or
various ranks of life. And this is not a little emphatic, that the grace of God
hath let itself down even to the race of slaves; for, since God does not
despise men of the lowest and most degraded condition, it would be highly
unreasonable that we should be negligent and slothful to embrace his
goodness.

12. Teaching us that, denying, ungodliness. He now lays down the rule for
regulating our life well, and how we ought to begin, namely, with
renouncing our former life, of which he enumerates two parts,
“ungodliness and worldly desires.” Under ungodliness, I include not only
superstitions, in which they had gone astray’, but irreligious contempt of
God, such as reigns in men, till they have been enlightened in the
knowledge of the truth. Although they have some profession of religion,
yet they never fear and reverence God sincerely and honestly, but, on the
contrary, have consciences that are useless, so that nothing is further from
their thoughts than that they ought to serve God. f40

By worldly desires f41 he means all the affections of the flesh; because we
look at nothing but the world, till the Lord has drawn us to himself.
Meditation on the heavenly life begins with regeneration. Before we have
been regenerated, our desires lean towards the world, and rest on the
world.

That we may live temperately, and righteously, and piously. As he formerly
mentioned those three, when he wished to give a comprehensive summary
of Christian life, so he now makes it to consist of those three, “piety,
righteousness, and temperance.” “Piety” is religion towards God.
“Righteousness” has place among men. He who is endowed with both of
these lacks nothing for perfect virtue; and, indeed, in the law of God there
is absolute perfection, to which nothing whatever can be added. But as the
exercises of godliness may be regarded as appendages to the first table, so
“temperance,” which Paul mentions in this passage, aims at nothing else
than keeping the law, and, as I said before about patience is added to the
former as a seasoning. Nor does the Apostle contradict himself, when at
one time he describes patience, and at another time temperance, as the



perfection of a holy life; for they are not distinct virtues, since
swfrosu>nh (here translated temperance) includes patience under it.

He adds, in this world, f42 because the Lord has appointed the present life
for the trial of our faith. Although the fruit of good actions is not yet
visible, yet the hope should be sufficient for stimulating us to doing well;
and this is what he immediately adds, —

13. Looking for that blessed hope. From the hope of future immortality he
draws an exhortation, and indeed, if that hope be deeply seated in our
mind, it is impossible that it should not lead us to devote ourselves wholly
to God. On time contrary, they who do not cease to live to the world and
to the flesh never have actually tasted what is the worth of the promise of
eternal life; for the Lord, by calling us to heaven, withdraws us from the
earth.

Hope is here put for the thing hoped for, otherwise it would be an
incorrect mode of expression. He gives this appellation to the blessed life
which is laid up for us in heaven. At the same time he declares when we
shall enjoy it, and what we ought to contemplate, when we desire or think
of our salvation.

And the appearing of the glory of the great God and Savior. I interpret the
glory of God, to mean not only that by which he shall be glorious in
himself, but also that by which he shall than diffuse himself on all sides, so
as to make all his elect partakers of it. He calls God great, because his
greatness — which men, blinded by the empty splendor of the world, now
extenuate, and sometimes even annihilate, as far as lies in their power —
shall be fully manifested on the last day. The luster of the world, while it
appears great to our eyes, dazzles them so much that “time glory of God”
is, as it were, hidden in darkness. But Christ, by his coming, shall chase
away all the empty Show of the world — shall no longer obscure the
brightness, shall no longer lessen the magnificence, of his glory. True the
Lord demonstrates his majesty every day by his works; but because men
are prevented by their blindness from seeing it, it is said to be hidden in
obscurity. Paul wishes that believers may now contemplate by faith that
which shall be manifested on the last day, and therefore that God may be
magnified, whom the world either despises, or; at least, does not esteem
according to his excellence.



It is uncertain whether these words should be read together thus, “the
glory of our Lord Jesus Christ, the great God and our Savior,” or
separately, as of the Father and the Son, “the glory of the great God, and
of our Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ.” f43 The Arians, seizing on this latter
sense, have endeavored to prove from it, that the Son is less than the
Father, because here Paul calls the Father “the great God” by way of
distinction from the Son. The orthodox teachers of the Church, for the
purpose of shutting out this slander, eagerly contended that both are
affirmed of Christ. But the Arians may be refuted in a few words and by
solid argument; for Paul, having spoken of the revelation of the glory of
“the great God,” immediately added “Christ,” in order to inform us, that
that revelation of glory will be in his person; as if he had said that, when
Christ shall appear, the greatness of the divine glory shall then be revealed
to us.

Hence we learn, first, that there is nothing that ought to render us more
active or cheerful in doing good than the hope of the future resurrection;
and, secondly, that believers ought always to have their eyes fixed on it,
that they may not grow weary in the right course; for, if we do not wholly
depend upon it, we shall continually be carried away to the vanities of the
world. But, since the coming of the Lord to judgment might excite terror in
us, Christ is held out to us as our “Savior,” who will also be our judge.

14. Who gave himself for us This is another argument of exhortation,
drawn from the design or effect of the death of Christ, who offered himself
for us, that he might redeem us from the bondage of sin, and purchase us to
himself as his heritage. His grace, therefore, necessarily brings along with it
“newness of life,” (<450604>Romans 6:4,) because they who still are the
slaves of sin make void the blessing of redemption; but now we are
released from the bondage of sin, in order that we may serve the
righteousness of God; and, therefore, he immediately added, —

A peculiar people, zealous of good works; by which he means that, so far
as concerns us, the fruit of redemption is lost, if we are still entangled by
the sinful desires of the world. And in order to express more fully, that we
have been consecrated to good works by the death of Christ, he makes use
of the word purify; for it would be truly base in us to be again polluted by
the same filth from which the Son of God hath washed us by his blood. f43



15. Speak these things, and exhort, and reprove. This conclusion is of the
same meaning as if he enjoined Titus to dwell continually on that doctrine
of edification, and never to grow weary, because it cannot be too much
inculcated. He likewise bids him add the spurs of “exhortations and
reproofs;” for men are not sufficiently admonished as to their duty, if they
be not also vehemently urged to the performance of it. He who
understands those things which the Apostle has formerly stated, and who
has them always in his mouth, will have ground not only for teaching, but
likewise for correcting.

With all authority. I do not agree with Erasmus, who translates ejpitagh>

“diligence in commanding.” There is greater probability in the opinion of
Chrysostom who interprets it to mean severity against more atrocious
sins; through I do not think that even he has hit the Apostle’s meaning;
which is, that Titus should claim authority and respect for himself in
teaching these things. For men given to curious inquiries, and eager about
trifles, dislike the commandments to lead a pious and holy, life as being too
common and vulgar. In order that Titus may meet this disdain, he is
enjoined to add the weight of his authority to his doctrine. It is with the
same view (in my opinion) that he immediately adds, —

Let no man despise thee. Others think that Titus is instructed to gain the
ear of men, and their respect for him, by the integrity of his life; and. it is
indeed true that holy and blameless conduct imparts authority to
instruction. But Paul had another object in view; for here he addresses the
people rather than Titus. Because many had ears so delicate, that they
despised the simplicity of the gospel; because they had such an itch for
novelty, that hardly any space was left for edification; he beats down the
haughtiness of such men, and strictly charges them to desist from
despising, in any way, sound and useful doctrine. This confirms the
remark which I made at the outset, that this Epistle was written to the
inhabitants of Crete rather than to any single individual.



CHAPTER 3
<560301>TITUS 3:1-3

1. Put them in mind to be subject to
principalities and powers, to obey
magistrates, to be ready to every
good work,

1 Admone illos principibus et
potestatibus subditos esse dicto
oboedire ad omne opus bonum
paratos esse

2. To speak evil of no man, to be no
brawlers, but gentle, strewing all
meekness unto all men.

2 neminem blasphemare non
litigiosos esse modestos omnem
ostendentes mansuetudinem ad
omnes homines

3. For we ourselves also were
sometimes foolish, disobedient,
deceived, serving divers lusts and
pleasures, living in malice and envy,
hateful, and hating one another.

3 eramus enim et nos aliquando
insipientes increduli errantes
servientes desideriis et
voluptatibus variis in malitia et
invidia agentes odibiles odientes
invicem

1. Remind them to be subject to principalities and powers. From many
passages it is evident that the Apostles had great difficulty in keeping the
common people subject to the authority of magistrates and princes. We are
all by nature desirous of power; and the consequence is, that no one
willingly is subject to another. Besides, perceiving that nearly all the
principalities and powers of the world f45 were at that time opposed to
Christ they thought them unworthy of receiving any honor. The Jews
especially, being an untamable race, did not cease to mutiny and rage.
Thus, after having spoken of particular duties, Paul now wishes to give a
general admonition to all, to observe peaceably the order of civil
government, to submit to the laws, to obey magistrates. That subjection to
princes, and that obedience to magistrates, which he demands, is extended
to edicts, and laws, and other parts of civil government.

What he immediately adds, To be ready for every good work, may be
applied to the same subject, as if he had said, “All who do not refuse to
lead a good and virtuous life, will cheerfully yield obedience to



magistrates.” For, since they have been appointed for the preservation of
mankind, he who desires to have them removed, or shakes off their yoke,
is an enemy of equity and justice, and is therefore devoid of all humanity.
Yet if any prefer to interpret it without any immediate relation to the
context, I have no objection; and indeed there can be no doubt that, in this
sentence, he recommends to them kind offices towards their neighbors
throughout their whole life.

2. To speak evil of no one. He now lays down the method of maintaining
peace and friendship with all men. We know that there is nothing to which
the disposition of every man is more prone than to despise others in
comparison of himself. The consequence is, that many are proud of the
gifts of God; and this is accompanied by contempt for their brethren,
which is immediately followed by insult. He therefore forbids Christians
to glory over others, or to reproach them, whatever may be their own
superior excellence. Yet he does not wish them to flatter the vices of
wicked men; he only condemns the propensity to slander.

Not given to fighting. As if he had said, “Quarrels and contentions must be
avoided.” The old translation has therefore rendered it better, Not
quarrelsome; for there are other ways of fighting than the sword or the
fist. And from what follows it is evident that this is the meaning; for he
points out the remedies for the evil, when he enjoins them to be kind, and
to shew all meekness towards all men; for “kindness” is contrasted with
the utmost rigor of law, and “meekness” with bitterness. If, therefore, we
are disposed to avoid every kind of contentions and fighting, let us learn,
first, to moderate many things by gentleness, and next to bear with many
things; for they who are excessively severe and ill-tempered carry with
them a fire to kindle strife.

He says, towards all men, in order to intimate that he should bear with
even the lowest and meanest persons. Believers, holding wicked men in
contempt, did not think them worthy of any forbearance. Such severity,
which arises from nothing else than pride, Paul wished to correct.

3. For we ourselves f46 also were formerly foolish. Nothing is better
adapted to subdue our pride, and at the same time to moderate our
severity, than when it is strewn that everything that we turn against others
may fall back on our own head; for he forgives easily who is compelled to
sue for pardon in return. And indeed, ignorance of our own faults is the



only cause that renders us unwilling to forgive our brethren. They who
have a true zeal for God, are, indeed, severe against those who sin; but,
because they begin with themselves, their severity is always attended by
compassion. In order that believers, therefore, may not haughtily and
cruelly mock at others, who are still held in ignorance and blindness, Paul
brings back to their remembrance what sort of persons they formerly were;
as if he had said, “If such fierce treatment is done to those on whom God
has not yet bestowed the light of the gospel, with equally good reason
might you have been at one time harshly treated. Undoubtedly you would
not have wished that any person should be so cruel to you; exercise now,
therefore, the same moderation towards others.”

In the words of Paul, there are two things that need to be understood. The
first is, that they who have now been enlightened by the Lord, being
humbled by the remembrance of their former ignorance, should not exalt
themselves proudly over others, or treat them with greater harshness and
severity than that which, they think, ought to have been exercised towards
themselves when they were what those now are. The second is, that they
should consider, from what has taken place in their own persons, that they
who to-day are strangers may to-morrow be received into the Church, and,
having been led to amendment of heir sinful practices, may become
partakers of the gifts of God, of which they are now destitute. There is a
bright mirror of both in believers, who

“at one time were darkness, and afterwards began
to be light in the Lord.” (<490508>Ephesians 5:8.)

The knowledge of their former condition should therefore dispose them to
sumpa>qeian fellow-feeling. On the other hand, the grace of God, which
they now enjoy, is a proof that others may be brought to salvation.

Thus we see that we must be humbled before God, in order that we may
be gentle towards brethren; for pride is always cruel and disdainful of
others. In another passage, (<480601>Galatians 6:1,) where he exhorts us to
mildness, he advises every one to remember his own weakness. Here he
goes farther, for he bids us remember those vices from which we have been
delivered, that we may not pursue too keenly those which, still dwell in
others.



Besides, seeing that here Paul describes briefly the natural disposition of
men, such as it is before it is renewed by the Spirit of God, we may
behold, in this description, how wretched we are while we are out of
Christ. First, he calls unbelievers foolish, because the whole wisdom of
men is mere vanity, so long as they do not know God. Next, he calls them
disobedient, because, as it is faith alone that truly obeys God, so unbelief
is always wayward and rebellious; although we might translate ajpeiqei~v

unbelieving, so as to describe the kind of “foolishness.” Thirdly, he says
that unbelievers go astray; for Christ alone is “the way” and the “light of
the world.” (<430812>John 8:12; 14:6.) All who are estranged from God must
therefore wander and go astray during their whole life.

Hitherto he has described the nature of unbelief; but now he likewise adds
the fruits which proceed from it, namely, various desires and pleasures,
envy, malice, and such like. It is true that each person is not equally
chargeable with every vice; but, seeing that all are the slaves of wicked
desires, although some are carried away by one and others by another
desire, Paul embraces in a general statement f47 all the fruits that are
anywhere produced by unbelief This subject is explained towards the
chose of the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans.

Moreover, since Paul, by these marks, distinguishes the children of God
from unbelievers, if we wish to be accounted believers, we must have our
heart cleansed from all envy, and from all malice; and we must both love
and be beloved. It is unreasonable that those desires should reign in us,
which are there called “‘various,” for this reason, in my opinion, that the
lusts by which a carnal man is driven about are like opposing billows,
which, by fighting against each other, turn the man hither and thither, so
that he changes and vacillates almost every moment. Such, at least, is the
restlessness of all who abandon themselves to carnal desires; because there
is no stability but in time fear of God.



<560304>TITUS 3:4-7
4. But after that the kindness and
love of God our Savior toward man
appeared,

4 cum autem benignitas et
humanitas apparuit salvatoris
nostri Dei

5. Not by works of righteousness
which we have done, but according to
his mercy he saved us, by the
washing of regeneration, and
renewing of the Holy Ghost;

5 non ex operibus iustitiae quae
fecimus nos sed secundum suam
misericordiam salvos nos fecit per
lavacrum regenerationis et
renovationis Spiritus Sancti

6. Which he shed on us abundantly
through Jesus Christ our Savior;

6 quem effudit in nos abunde per
Iesum Christum salvatorem
nostrum

7. That, being justified by his grace,
we should be made heirs according to
the hope of eternal life.

7 ut iustificati gratia ipsius heredes
simus secundum spem vitae
aeternae

Either the principal clause in this sentence is, that “God hath saved us by
his mercy,” or the language is elliptical. Thus it will be proper to supply,
that they were changed for the better, and became new men, in
consequence of God having mercy upon them; as if he had said, When God
regenerated you by his Spirit, then did you begin to differ from others. But
since there is a complete sense in the words of Paul, there is no necessity
for making any addition. He classes himself along with others, in order that
the exhortation may be more efficacious.

4. But After that the goodness and love towards man appeared. First, it
might be asked, — ”Did the goodness of God begin to be made known to
the world at the time when Christ was manifested in the flesh? For
certainly, from the beginning, the fathers both knew and experienced that
God was good, and kind, and gracious to them; and therefore this was not
the first manifestation of his goodness, and fatherly love towards us,

The answer is easy. in no other way did the fathers taste the goodness of
God under the Law, than by looking at Christ, on whose coming all their
faith rested. Thus the goodness of God is said to have appeared, when he
exhibited a pledge of it, and gave actual demonstration, that not in vain did
he so often promise salvation to men.



“God so loved the world”, says John, “that he gave his only-
begotten Son.” (<430316>John 3:16.)

Paul also says in another passage,

“Hereby God confirmeth his love towards us, that, while we were
enemies, Christ died for us.” (<450508>Romans 5:8.)

It is a customary way of speaking in Scripture, that the world was
reconciled to God through the death of Christ, although we know that he
was a kind Father in all ages. But because we find no cause of the love of
God toward us, and no ground of our salvation, but in Christ, not without
good reason is God the Father said to have strewn his goodness to us in
him.

Yet there is a different reason for it in this passage, in which Paul speaks,
not of that ordinary manifestation of Christ which took place when he
came as a man into the world, but of the manifestation which is made by
the gospel, when he exhibits and reveals himself, in a peculiar manner, to
the elect. At the first coming of Christ, Paul was not renewed; but, on the
contrary, Christ was raised in glory, and salvation through his name shone
upon many, not only in Judea, but throughout the neighboring countries,
while Paul, blinded by unbelief, labored to extinguish this grace by every
means in his power. He therefore means that the grace of God “appeared”
both to himself and to others, when they were enlightened in the
knowledge of the gospel. And indeed, in no other way could these words
apply; for he does not speak indiscriminately about the men of his age, but
specially addresses those who had been separated from the ordinary ranks;
as if he had said, that formerly they resembled those unbelievers who were
still plunged in darkness, but that now they differ from them, not through
their own merit, but by the grace of God; in the same manner as he beats
down all the haughtiness of the flesh by the same argument. “Who maketh
thee to differ,” or to be more highly, esteemed than others? (<460407>1
Corinthians 4:7.)

Goodness and love. He has with propriety assigned the first rank to
“goodness,” which prompts God to love us; for God will never find in us
anything which he ought to love, but he loves us because he is good and
merciful. Besides, although he testifies his goodness and love to all, yet we
know it by faith only, when he declares himself to be our Father in Christ.



Before Paul was called to the faith of Christ, he enjoyed innumerable gifts
of God, which might have given him a taste of God’s fatherly kindness; he
had been educated, from his infancy, in the doctrine of the law; yet he
wanders in darkness, so as not to perceive the goodness of God, till the
Spirit enlightened his mind, and till Christ came forth as the witness and
pledge of the grace of God the Father, from which, but for him, we are all
excluded Thus he means that the kindness of God is not revealed and
known but by the light of faith.

5. Not by works. f48 Let us remember that here Paul addresses his discourse
to believers, and describes the manner in which they entered into the
kingdom of God. He affirms that by their works they did not at all deserve
that they should become partakers of salvation, or that they should be
reconciled to God through faith; but he says that they obtained this
blessing solely through the mercy of God. We therefore conclude from his
words, that we bring nothing to God, but that he goes before us by his
pure grace, without any regard to works. For when he says, — “Not by
works which we have done”, he means, that we can do nothing but sin till
we have been renewed by God. This negative statement depends on the
former affirmation, by which he said that they were foolish and
disobedient, and led away by various desires, till they were created anew
in Christ; and indeed, what good work could proceed from so corrupt a
mass?

It is madness, therefore, to allege that a man approaches to God by his
own “preparations,” as they call them During the whole period of life they
depart further and further from him, until he puts forth his hand, and
brings them back into that path from which they had gone astray. In short,
that we, rather than others, have been admitted to enjoy the salivation of
Christ, is altogether ascribed by Paul to the mercy of God, because there
were no works of righteousness in us. This argument would have no
weight, if he did not take for granted, that everything that we attempt to
do before we believe, is unrighteous and hateful to God.

Which we had done. To argue from the preterite tense of this verb, that
God looks at the future merits of men when he calls them, is sophistical
and foolish. “When Paul,” say they, “denies that God is induced ‘by our
merits to bestow his grace upon us, he limits the statement to the past
time; and therefore, if it is only for the righteousness going before that no



room is left, future righteousness is admitted to consideration. But they
assume a principle, which Paul everywhere rejects, when he declares that
election by free grace is the foundation of good works. If we owe it
entirely to the grace of God, that we are fit for living a holy life, what
future works of ours will God look upon? If, previously to our being called
by God, iniquity holds such dominion over us, that it will not cease to
make progress till it come to its height, how can God be induced, by a
regard to our righteousness, to call us? Away then with such trifling! When
Paul spoke of past works, his sole object was to exclude all merits. The
meaning of his words is as if he had said, — ”If we boast of any merit,
what sort of works had we?” This maxim holds good, that men would not
be better than they were before, if the Lord did not make them better by
his calling.

He hath saved us. He speaks of faith, and shews that we have already
obtained salvation. Although, so long as we are held by the entanglements
of sin, we carry about a body of death, yet we are certain of our salvation,
provided that we are ingrafted into Christ by faith, according to that
saying, —

“He that believeth in the Son of God
hath passed from death into life.” (<430524>John 5:24.)

Yet, shortly afterwards, by introducing the word faith, the Apostle will
shew that we have not yet actually attained what Christ procured for us
by his death. Hence it follows, that, on the part of God, our salvation is
completed, while the full enjoyment of it is delayed till the end of our
warfare. And that is what the same Apostle teaches in another passage,
that “we are saved by hope.” (<450824>Romans 8:24.)

By the washing of regeneration. I have no doubt that he alludes, at least,
to baptism, and even I will not object to have this passage expounded as
relating to baptism; not that salvation is contained in the outward symbol
of water, but because baptism sells to us the salvation obtained by Christ.
Paul treats of the exhibition of the grace of God, which, we have said, has
been made by faith. Since therefore a part of revelation consists in
baptism, that is, so far as it is intended to confirm our faith, he properly
makes mention of it. Besides, baptism — being the entrance into the
Church and the symbol of our ingrafting into Christ — is here
appropriately introduced by Paul, when he intends to shew in what



manner the grace of God appeared to us; so that the strain of the passage
runs thus: — “God hath saved us by his mercy, the symbol and pledge of
which he gave in baptism, by admitting us into his Church, and ingrafting
us into the body of his Son.”

Now the Apostles are wont to draw an argument from the Sacraments, to
prove that which is there exhibited under a figure, because it ought to be
held by believers as a settled principle, that God does not sport with us by
unmeaning figures, but inwardly accomplishes by his power what he
exhibits by the outward sign; and therefore, baptism is fitly and truly said
to be “the washing of regeneration.” The efficacy and use of the
sacraments will be properly understood by him who shall connect the sign
and the thing signified, in Such a manner as not to make the sign unmeaning
and inefficacious, and who nevertheless shall not, for the sake of adorning
the: sign, take away from the Holy Spirit what belongs to him. Although
by baptism wicked men are neither washed nor renewed, yet it retains that
power, so far as relates to God, because, although they reject the grace of
God, still it is offered to them. But here Paul addresses believers, in whom
baptism is always efficacious, and in whom, therefore, it is properly
connected with its truth and efficacy. But by this mode of expression we
are reminded that, if we do not wish to annihilate holy baptism, we must
prove its efficacy by “newness of life.” (<450604>Romans 6:4.)

And of the renewing of: the Holy Spirit. f49 Though he mentioned the sign,
that he might exhibit to our view the grace of God, yet, that we may not fix
our whole attention on the sign, he immediately sends us to the Spirit, that
we may know that we are washed by his power, and not by water,
agreeably to what is said, —

“I will sprinkle on you clean waters, even my Spirit.”
(<263625>Ezekiel 36:25, 27.)

And indeed, the words of Paul agree so completely with the words of the
Prophet, that it appears clearly that both of them say the same thing. For
this reason I said at the commencement, that Paul, while he speaks directly
about the Holy Spirit, at tine same time alludes to baptism. It is therefore
the Spirit of God who regenerates us, and makes us new creatures; but
because his grace is invisible and hidden, a visible symbol of it is beheld in
baptism.



Some read the word “renewing,” in the accusative case, thus: — “through
the washing of regeneration and (through) the renewing of the Holy
Spirit.”, But the other reading  — “through the washing of regeneration and
of the renewing of the Holy Spirit” — is, in my opinion, preferable.

6. Which he shed, (or, whom he shed.) In the Greek, the relative may apply
either to the “washing” or to the “Spirit;” for both of the nouns —
loutro>n and Pneu~ma — are neuter. It makes little difference as to the
meaning; but the metaphor will be more elegant, if the relative be applied
to loutro>n the “washing” Nor is it inconsistent with this opinion, that all
are baptized without any distinction; for, while he shews that the
“washing “is “shed,” he speaks not of the sign, but rather of the thing
signified, in which the truth of the sign exists.

When he, says, abundantly, he means that, the more any of us excels in the
abundance of the gifts which he has received, so much the more is he under
obligations to the mercy of God, which alone enriches us; for in ourselves
we are altogether poor, and destitute of everything good. If it be objected
that not all the children of God enjoy so great abundance, but, on the
contrary, the grace of God drops sparingly on many; the answer is, that no
one has received so small a measure that he may not be justly accounted
rich; for tine smallest drop of the Spirit (so to speak) resembles an ever-
flowing fountain, which never dries up. It is therefore a sufficient reason
for calling it “abundance,” that, how small soever the portion that has been
given to us it is never exhausted.

Through Jesus Christ. f50 It is he alone in whom we are adopted; and
therefore, it is he alone, through whom we are made partakers of the Spirit,
who is the earnest and witness of our adoption. Paul therefore teaches us
by this word, that the Spirit of regeneration is bestowed on none but those
who are the members of Christ.

7. That being justified by his grace. If we understand “regeneration “in its
strict and ordinary meaning, it might be thought that the Apostle employs
the word “justified“ instead of “regenerated;” and this is sometimes the
meaning of it, but very seldom; yet there is no necessity which constrains
us to depart from its strict and more natural signification. The design of
Paul is, to ascribe to the grace of God all that we are, and all that we have,
so that we may not exalt ourselves proudly against others. Thus he now
extols the mercy of God, by ascribing to it entirely the cause of our



salvation. But because he had spoken of the vices of unbelievers, it would
have been improper to leave out the grace of regeneration, which is the
medicine for curing them.

Still this does not prevent him from returning immediately to praise divine
mercy; and he even mingles both blessings together — that our sins have
been freely pardoned, and that we have been renewed so as to obey God.
This, at least, is evident, that Paul maintains that “justification’, is the free
gift of God; and the only question is, what he means by the word justified.
The contest seems to demand that its meaning shall be extended further
than to the imputation of righteousness; and in this larger sense it is
seldom (as I have said) employed by Paul; yet there is nothing that hinders
the meaning of it from being limited to the forgiveness of sins.

When he says, by his grace, this applies both to Christ and to the Father,
and we ought not to contend for either of these expositions, because it will
always hold good, that, by the grace of God, we have obtained
righteousness through Christ.

Heirs according to the hope of eternal life. This clause is added by way of
exposition. He had said that we have been saved through the mercy of
God. f51 But our salvation is as yet hidden; and therefore he now says that
we are heirs of life, not because we have arrived at the present possession
of it, but because hope brings to us full and complete certainly of it. The
meaning may be thus summed up. “Having been dead, we were restored to
life through the grace of Christ, when God the: Father bestowed on us his
Spirit, by whose power we have been purified. and renewed. Our salvation
consists in this; but, because we are still in the world, we do not yet enjoy
‘eternal life,’ but only obtain it by ‘hoping.’”



<560308>TITUS 3:8-9
8. This is a faithful saying, and these
things I will that thou affirm
constantly, that they which have
believed in God might be careful to
maintain good works. These things
are good and profitable unto men.

8 fidelis sermo est et de his volo to
confirmare ut curent bonis
operibus praeesse qui credunt Deo
haec sunt bona et utilia hominibus

9. But avoid foolish questions, and
genealogies, and contentions, and
strivings about the law; for they are
unprofitable and vain.

9 Stultas autem quaestiones et
genealogias et contentiones et
pugnas legis devita sunt enim
inutiles et vanae

8. A faithful saying. He employs this mode of expression, when he wishes
to make a solemn assertion as we have seen in both of the Epistles to
Timothy. (<540115>1 Timothy 1:15; 3:1; <550211>2 Timothy 2:11.) And
therefore he immediately adds: —

I wish thee to affirm these things f52 Diabebaiou~sqai under a passive
termination, has an active signification, and means “to affirm anything
strongly.” Titus is therefore enjoined to disregard other matters, and to
teach those which are certain and undoubted — to press them on the
attention of their hearers — to dwell upon them — while others talk idly
about things of little importance. Hence also, we conclude that a bishop
must not make any assertions at random, but must assert those things only
which he has ascertained to be true. “Affirm these things,” says he,
“because they are true and worthy of credit.” But we are reminded, on the
other hand, that it is the duty and office of a bishop to affirm strongly, and
maintain boldly, those things which are believed on good grounds, and
which edify godliness.

That they who have believed God may be careful to excel in good works,
(or, to extol good works, or, to assign to them the highest rank.) He
includes all the instructions which he formerly gave concerning the duty of
every person, and the desire of leading a religious and holy life; as if he
contrasted the fear of God, and well-regulated conduct, with idle
speculations. He wishes the people to be instructed in such a manner that



“they who have believed God,” may be solicitous, above all things, about
good works.

But, as the verb proi`>stasqai is used in various senses by Greek authors,
this passage also gives scope for various interpretations. Chrysostom:
explains it to mean, that they should endeavor to relieve their neighbors by
giving alms. Proì>stasqai does sometimes mean “to give assistance;” but
in that case the syntax would require us to understand that the “good
works “should be aided, which would be a harsh construction. The
meaning conveyed by the French word avancer, “to go forward,” would
be more appropriate. What if we should say, — ”Let them strive as those
who have the pre-eminence?” That is also one meaning of the word. Or,
perhaps, some one will prefer what I have enclosed in brackets: “Let them
be careful to assign the highest rank to good works.” And certainly it
would not be unsuitable that Paul should enjoin that those things should
prevail in the life of believers, because they are usually disregarded by
others.

Whatever may be the ambiguity of the expression, the meaning of Paul is
sufficiently clear, that the design of Christian doctrine is, that believers
should exercise themselves in good works. f53 Thus he wishes them to give
to it their study and application; and, when the Apostle says, fronti>zwsi

(“ let them be careful,”) he appears to allude elegantly to the useless
contemplations of those who speculate without advantage, and without
regard to active life.

Yet he is not so careful about good works as to despise the root — that is,
faith — while he is gathering the fruits. He takes account of both parts,
and, as is highly proper, assigns the first rank to faith; for he enjoins those
“who believed in God” to be zealous of “good works;” by which he means
that faith must go before in such a manner that good works may follow.

For these things are honorable. I refer this to the doctrine rather than to
the works, in this sense: “It is excellent and useful that men be thus
instructed; and, therefore, those things which he formerly exhorted Titus
to be zealous in affirming are the same things that are good and useful to
men.” We might translate ta< kala> either “good,” or “beautiful,” or
“honorable;” but, in my opinion, it would be best to translate it
“excellent.” He states indirectly that all other things that are taught are of



no value, because they yield no profit or advantage; as, on the contrary,
that which contributes to salvation is worthy of praise.

9. But avoid foolish questions. There is no necessity for debating long
about the exposition of this passage. He contrasts “questions” with sound
and certain doctrine. Although it is necessary to seek, in order to find, yet
there is a limit to seeking, that you may understand what is useful to be
known, and, next, that you may adhere firmly to the truth, when it has
been known. Those who inquire curiously into everything, and are never at
rest, may be truly called Questionarians. In short, what the schools of the
Sorbonne account worthy of the highest praise — is here condemned by
Paul; for the whole theology of the Papists is nothing else than a labyrinth
of questions. He calls them foolish; not that, at first sight, they appear to
be such, (for, on the contrary, they often deceive by a vain parade of
wisdom,) but because they contribute nothing to godliness.

When he adds genealogies, he mentions one class of “foolish questions;”
for instance, when curious men, forgetting to gather fruit from the sacred
histories, seize on the lineage of races, and trifles of that nature, with
which they weary themselves without advantage. Of that folly we spoke
towards the beginning of the First apostle to Timothy.

He properly adds contentions; because in “questions” the prevailing spirit
is ambition; and, therefore, it is impossible but that they shall immediately
break forth into “contention” and quarrels; for there every one wishes to
be the conqueror. This is accompanied by hardihood in affirming about
things that are uncertain, which unavoidably leads to debates

And fightings about the law. He gives this disdainful appellation to those
debates which were raised by the Jews under the presence of the law; not
that the law of itself produces them, but because the Jews, pretending to
defend the law, disturbed the peace of the Church by their absurd
controversies about the observation of ceremonies, about the distinction of
the kinds of food and things of that nature.

For they are unprofitable and unnecessary. In doctrine, therefore, we
should always have regard to usefulness, so that everything that does not
contribute to godliness. shall be held in no estimation. And yet those
sophists, in babbling about things. of no value, undoubtedly boasted of
them as highly worthy and useful to be known; but Paul does not



acknowledge them to possess any usefulness, unless they tend to the
increase of faith and to a holy life.

<560310>TITUS 3:10-15
10. A man that is an heretick, after
the first and second admonition,
reject;

10 hereticum hominem post unam
et secundam correptionem devita

11. Knowing that he that is such is
subverted, and sinneth, being
condemned of himself.

11 sciens quia subversus est qui
eiusmodi est et delinquit proprio
iudicio condemnatus

12. When I shall send Artemas unto
thee, or Tychicus, be diligent to come
unto me to Nicopolis; for I have
determined there to winter.

12 cum misero ad to Arteman aut
Tychicum festina ad me venire
Nicopolim ibi enim statui hiemare

13. Bring Zenas the lawyer and
Apollos on their journey diligently,
that nothing be wanting unto them.

13 Zenan legis peritum et Apollo
sollicite praemitte ut nihil illis desit

14. And let ours also learn to
maintain good works for necessary
uses, that they be not unfruitful.

14 discant autem et nostri bonis
operibus praeesse ad usus
necessarios ut non sint infructuosi

15. All that are with me salute thee.
Greet them that love us in the faith.
Grace be with you all. Amen.

15 salutant to qui mecum sunt
omnes saluta qui nos amant in fide
gratia Dei cum omnibus vobis
amen

It was written to Titus, ordained the
first bishop of the church of the
Cretians, from Nicopolis of
Macedonia.

Ad Titum, qui primus Cretensium
Ecclesiae ordinatus fuit Episcopus,
scripsit ex Nicopoli Macedoniae.

10. Avoid an heretical man. This is property added; because there will be
no end of quarrels and dispute, if we wish to conquer obstinate men by
argument; for they will never want words, and they will derive fresh
courage from impudence, so that they will never grow weary of fighting.
Thus, after having given orders to Titus as to the form of doctrine which
he should lay down, he now forbids him to waste much time in debating
with heretics, because battle would lead to battle and dispute to dispute.



Such is the cunning of Satan, that, by the impudent talkativeness of such
men, he entangles good and faithful pastors, so as to draw them away from
diligence in teaching. We must therefore beware lest we become engaged in
quarrelsome disputes; for we shall never have leisure to devote our labors
to the Lord’s flock, and contentious men will never cease to annoy us.

When he commands him to avoid such persons, it is as if he said that he
must not toil hard to satisfy them, and even that there is nothing better
than to cut off the handle for fighting which they are eager to find. This is a
highly necessary admonition; for even they who would willingly take no
part in strifes of words are sometimes drawn by shame into controversy,
because they think that it would be shameful cowardice to quit the field.
Besides, there is no temper, however mild, that is not liable to be provoked
by the fierce taunts of enemies, because they look upon it as intolerable
that those men should attack the truth, (as they are accustomed to do,) and
that none should reply. Nor are there wanting men who are either of a
combative disposition, or excessively hot-tempered, who are eager for
battle. On the contrary, Paul does not wish that the servant of Christ
should be much and long employed in debating with heretics.

We must now see what he means by the word heretic. There is a common
and well-known distinction between a heretic and a schismatic. But here, in
my opinion, Paul disregards that distinction: for, by the term “heretic” he
describes not only those who cherish and defend an erroneous or perverse
doctrine, but in general all who do not yield assent to the sound doctrine
which he laid down a little before. Thus under this name he includes all
ambitious, unruly, contentious parsons, who, led away by sinful passions,
disturb the peace of the Church, and raise disputings. In short, every
person who, by his overweening pride, breaks up the unity of the Church,
is pronounced by Paul to be “heretic.”

But we must exercise moderation, so as not instantly to declare every man
to be a “heretic” who does not agree with our opinion. There are some
matters on which Christians may differ from each other, without being
divided into sects. Paul himself commands that they shall not be so
divided, when he bids them keep their harmony unbroken, and wait for the
revelation of God. (<500316>Philippians 3:16.) But whenever the obstinacy
of any person grows to such an extent, that, led by selfish motives, he
either separates from the body, or draws away some of the flock, or



interrupts the course of sound doctrine, in such a case we must boldly
resist.

In a word, a heresy or sect and the unity of the Church —  are things
totally opposite to each other. Since the unity of the Church is dear to
God, and ought to be held by us in the highest estimation, we ought to
entertain the strongest abhorrence of heresy. Accordingly, the name of sect
or heresy, though philosophers and statesmen reckon it to be honorable, is
justly accounted infamous among Christians. We now understand who are
meant by Paul, when he bids us dismiss and avoid heretics. But at the
same time we ought to observe what immediately follows, —

After the first and second admonition; for neither shall we have a right to
pronounce a man to be a heretic, nor shall we be at liberty to reject him, till
we have first endeavored to bring him back to sound views. f54 He does not
mean any “admonition,” whatever, or that of a private individual, but an
“admonition” given by a minister, with the public authority of the Church;
for the meaning of the Apostle’s words is as if he had said, that heretics
must be rebuked with solemn and severe censure.

They who infer from this passage, that the supporters of wicked doctrines
must be restrained by excommunication alone, and that no rigorous
measures beyond this must be used against them, do not argue
conclusively. There is a difference between the duties of a bishop and
those of a magistrate. Writing to Titus, Paul does not treat of the office of
a magistrate, but points out what belongs to a bishop. f55 Yet moderation is
always best, that, instead of being restrained by force and violence, they
may be corrected by the discipline of the Church, if there be any ground to
believe that they can be cured.

11. Knowing that he who is such is ruined. He declares that man to be
“ruined,” as to whom there is no hope of repentance, because, if our labor
could bring back any man to the right path, it should by no means be
withheld. The metaphor is taken from a building, which is not merely
decayed in some part, but completely demolished, so that it is incapable of
being repaired.

He next points out the sign of this ruin — an evil conscience, when he
says, that they who do not yield to admonitions are condemned by
themselves; for, since they obstinately reject the truth, it is certain that



they sin willfully and of their own accord, and therefore it would be of no
advantage to admonish them.

At the same time, we learn from Paul’s words that we must not rashly or
at random pronounce any man to be a heretic; for he says, “Knowing that
he who is such is ruined.” Let the bishop therefore beware lest, by
indulging his passionate temper, he treat with excessive harshness, as a
heretic, one whom he does not yet know to be such.

13. Zenas a lawyer. It is uncertain whether “Zenas”, was a Doctor of the
Civil Law or of the Law of Moses; but as we may learn from Paul’s words
that he was a poor man and needed the help of others, it is probable that
he belonged to the same rank with Apollo, that is, an expounder of the Law
of God among the Jews. It more frequently happens that such persons are
in want of the necessaries of life than those who conduct causes in civil
courts. I have said that Zenas’s poverty may be inferred from the words of
Paul, because the expression, conduct him, means here to supply him with
the means of accomplishing his journey, as is evident from what follows.

14. And let ours also learn to excel in good works. f56 That the Cretans, on
whom he lays this burden, may not complain of being loaded with the
expense, he reminds them that they must not be unfruitful, and that
therefore they must be warmly exhorted to be zealous in good works. But
of this mode of expression we have already spoken. Whether, therefore, he
enjoins them to excel in good works, or to assign the highest rank to good
works, he means that it is useful for them to have an opportunity afforded
for exercising liberality, that they may not “be unfruitful” on this ground,
that there is no opportunity, or that it is not demanded by necessity. What
follows has been already explained in the other Epistles.

END OF CALVIN’S COMMENTARY ON TITUS



TRANSLATION OF CALVIN’S VERSION

OF THE

EPISTLE OF PAUL TO TITUS

CHAPTER 1

1 Paul, a servant of God, and an apostle of Jesus Christ, according
to the faith of the elect of God, and (or, that is,) the knowledge
of that truth which is according to godliness;

2 In the hope (or, on account of the hope) of eternal life, which
God, who cannot lie, promised before eternal ages,

3 but hath manifested in his own times his word (or, by his word,)
in the preaching which hath been committed to me, according to
the appointment of God our Savior;

4 To Titus, my own son, according to the common faith, grace,
mercy, peace, from God the Father, and from the Lord Jesus
Christ our Savior.

5 For this reason I left thee in Crete, that thou mightest continue
to correct those things which are still wanting, f f57 and mightst
ordain presbyters f f58 in each city, as I appointed thee:

6 If any one is blameless, the husband of one wife, having
believing children, not accused of licentiousness, not
disobedient.

7 For a bishop ought to be blameless, as a governor of the house
of God; not self-willed, not passionate, not given to wine, not a
striker, not wickedly desirous of gain;

8 But hospitable, devoted to kindness, prudent, just, holy,
temperate;



9 Holding fast the faithful word, which is according to instruction,
that he maybe able both to exhort by sound doctrine, and to
convince adversaries.

10 For there are many unruly,  f f59 and vain talkers, and deceivers of
minds’ chiefly they who are of the circumcision;

11 Whose month must be stopped, who overturn whole houses,
teaching things which they ought not, for the sake of dishonest
gain.

12 One of themselves, a prophet of their own, said, The Cretans
are always liars, evil beasts, lazy bellies.

13 This testimony is true; wherefore rebuke them sharply, that
they may be sound in the faith,

14 And may not give heed to Jewish fables, and to commandments
of men who turn aside from the truth.

15 To the pure all things indeed are pure; but to the polluted and
unbelieving nothing is pure, but their mind and conscience are
polluted.

16 They profess that they know God, but in works they deny him;
for they are abominable, disobedient, and to every good work
reprobate.

CHAPTER 2

1 But speak thou the things which become sound doctrine;

2 That aged men be sober, grave, temperate, sound in faith, in
love, in patience;

3 That aged women, in like manner, wear raiment which becomes
religious persons, that they be not slanderers, not slaves to
much wine, (that they be) teachers of what is good;

4 That they may teach the young women temperance to love their
husbands and their children,



5 To be temperate, chaste, keepers of the house, kind, subject to
their husbands f f60 that the word of God may not be evil spoken
of.

6 Exhort likewise younger men to be temperate;

7 In all things strewing thyself a pattern of good works; in
doctrine, (chewing) integrity, gravity;

8 Sound speech, unblameable, that the adversary may be ashamed,
having nothing evil to say of you.

9 Exhort servants to be subject to their own masters, endeavoring
to please them in all things, not answering again;

10 Not thievish, but strewing all good faith, that they may adorn
the doctrine of God our Savior in all things

11 For the grace of God hath appeared, bringing salvation to all
men,

12 Teaching us that, denying ungodliness and worldly desires, we
should live temperately and righteously and piously, in this
world,

13 Looking for the blessed hope and the appearing of Jesus Christ,
the great God and our Savior,

14 Who gave himself for us, that he might redeem us from all
iniquity, and purify to himself a peculiar, people, zealous of
good works. f f61

15 Speak these things, and exhort, and rebuke with all authority.
Let no man despise thee.

CHAPTER 3

1 Remind them to be subject to principalities and powers, to obey
magistrates, to be ready for every good work;

2 To speak evil of no one, not to be given to fighting, (to be) kind,
shew shewing all meekness towards all men.



3 For we ourselves were also formerly foolish, disobedient, going
astray, serving various desires and pleasures, living in malice and
envy, hateful, f f62 and hating one another.

4 But after that the goodness and love of God our Savior towards
men appeared,

5 Not by works, which were in righteousness, which we had done,
but according to his mercy, he saved us, by the washing of
regeneration and of the renewing of the Holy Spirit,

6 Which (or, whom) he shed abundantly on us, through Jesus
Christ our Savior,

7 That, being justified by his grace, we might be made heirs
according to the hope of eternal life.

8 A faithful saying: I wish thee to affirm these things, that they who
have believed in God may be careful to excel in good works, (or, to
extol good works, or, to assign to them the highest rank.) For these
things are honorable and profitable to men.

9 But avoid foolish questions, and genealogies, and contentions, and
fightings about the law; for they are unprofitable and unnecessary.

10 Avoid an heretical man after the first and second admonition;

11 Knowing that he who is such is ruined, being condemned by himself.

12 When I shall send to thee Artemas, or Tychicus, hasten to come
to me to Nicopolis for I have determined to winter there.

13 Be careful to help forward Zenas the lawyer, and Apollo, that
they may not be in want of anything.

14 And let ours also learn to excel in good works (or, as formerly,
to assign to them the highest rank, that they may excel,) for
necessary uses, that they may not be unfruitful.

15 All who are with me salute thee. Salute those who love us in
faith. Grace (be) with you all. Amen.

It was written from Nicopolis of Macedonia, to Titus, who was
ordained the first bishop of the Church of the Cretans.



FOOTNOTES

CHAPTER 1

ft1 “Pour estre ministres et pasteurs de l’Eglise.” “To be ministers and
pastors of the Church.”

ft2 “If faith be the fruit of election, the prescience of faith does not
influence the electing act of God. It is called ‘the faith of God’s elect,’
Paul an apostle of Jesus Christ, according to the faith of God’s elect,
(<560101>Titus 1:1,) that is, settled in this office to bring the elect of
God to faith. If men be chosen by God upon the foresight of faith, or
not chosen till they have faith, they are not so much God’s elect as
God is their elect: they choose God by faith, before God chooseth
them by love. It had not been the faith of God’s elect, that is, of those
already chosen, but the faith of those that were to be chosen by God
afterwards. Election is time cause of faith, and not faith the cause of
election. Fire is the cause of heat, and not heat of fire; the sun is the
cause of day, and not the day the cause of the rising of the sun. Men
are not chosen because they believe, but they believe because they are
chosen. The Apostle did ill else to appropriate that to the elect, which
they had no more interest in by virtue of their election than the veriest
reprobate in time world. If the foresight of what works might be done
by his creatures was the motive of his choosing them why did he not
choose the devils to redemption, who could have done him better
service, by the strength of their nature, than the whole mass of Adam’s
posterity? Well, then, there is no possible way to lay the original
foundation of this act of election and preterition in anything but the
absolute sovereignty of God.”–Charnock.

ft3 “Thus he shews that it will never be possible for men to dedicate
themselves entirely to the service of God, if they do not think more
about God than about all things else. In short, there is no living root, no
faith no religion, till we have been led to heaven, that is, till we know
that God has not created us to keep us here in an earthly life with brute
beasts, but that he has adopted us to be his heritage, and reckons us to
be his children. If, therefore, we do not look up to heaven, it is



impossible that we shall have true devotion to surrender ourselves to
God, or that there shall be any faith or Christianity in us. And that is
the reason why — among all who, in the present day, are accounted
Christians, and give themselves out to be such–there are very few who
have this true mark, which Paul has here given to all the children of
God. It is because all are occupied with the present life, and are so
firmly bound to it, that they cannot rise higher. Now perceiving this
vice to be so common, so much the more ought we to guard against it,
and break the force of that which we cannot altogether destroy, till we
come into close fellowship with God, which will only be, when the
hope of eternal life shall be actually and sincerely formed in our
hearts.”—Fr. Ser.

ft4 “Beaucoup de centeines d’ans.” “Many centuries of years.”
ft5 “What a strange sort of men are these, that will endure to be so exposed,

so scorned, so trampled upon, as they that bear the Christian name
commonly are? What is the reason of it? What account will a
reasonable man give, why he will so expose himself? I will tell you the
reason. ‘Therefore we labor and suffer reproach, because we hope in
God, in the living God, and we are pretty well persuaded we shall not
finally be losers

We shall not have an ill bargain of it at last.’ As the same Apostle,
when he writes himself ‘an Apostle and servant of Jesus Christ’ seems
to allow that he was to doom himself to all the sufferings and
calamities that the enemies of the Christian cause could load him with
and lay upon him, for his assuming to himself such names of ‘an
Apostle and servant of Jesus Christ.’ But why should Paul,–that wise
and prudent man, that learned man, that man of so considerable
reputation among his own countrymen– why should he come to be
written among the Apostles and servants of Jesus Christ? Why, saith
he, it is in hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot lie, hath
promised. (<560101>Titus 1:1, 2.) I avow myself an Apostle and servant
of Jesus Christ upon this inducement, and for this reason; and so I
mean to continue unto time end. It is the hope of eternal life which
God, that cannot lie, hath promised to me. He whose nature doth not
allow him to deceive to whom it is impossible to lie, I firmly and
securely hope in him; and, therefore, I will readily dispose myself to



encounter all the difficulties and hardships which the service of Jesus
Christ can lay me open to.”–Howe.

ft6 “Mais que les autres estoyent macons ou charpentiers.” “But that the
others were masons and carpenters.”

ft7 “Those who are guided by ambition would wish to be thought clever
people on the first day; they would wish to enjoy such reputation as
to have it thought that they discharged their duty so faithfully that
nothing more could be desired. On the contrary, when we have labored
during our whole life to edify the Church of God, still we shall not
succeed to the full extent. Let us therefore know that we must not
presume so far on our industry or our virtues, that he who is endued
with more abundant graces call suddenly have edified the Church of
God to perfection; but we must assist each other. He who is farthest
advanced must know that he cannot do everything, and must bend his
shoulders and ask assistance from those whom God has appointed, and
must be well pleased that others make progress, provided that all aim
at serving God and advancing the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ. If
we look well to ourselves, there will always be reason to grieve,
because we are very far from having performed our duty. And those
who make themselves believe this or that, and say, ‘Here is a church so
well reformed that nothing more is needed’–are mistaken; for if they
knew what reformation is, they would beware of thinking that there
was no room for finding fault. Whatever pains we take in arranging
matters, and bringing them into order, there are indeed many things
which, when once begun, will follow in a regular train; but as to
reaching perfection, we are very far from it.”—Fr. Ser.

ft9 “Kata< po>lin, Not ‘in every city,’ but ‘in each city or town,’ (literally,
‘city by city,’) of all those which had Christian congregations. Of such
there might be several in this ‘hundred-citied isle;’ though the name
po>liv was often given to towns; and there is reason to think that not a
few of the Cretan cities were no better.”–Bloomfield.

ft10 “Prend sur soy toute l’envie, voulant qu’on luy impute tout ce que The
fera en cest endroit.” “Takes all the blame on himself, wishing that to
him may be imputed all that Titus shall do in this matter.”

ft11 “It is true, that the servants of God will never be without blame; as he
even says, that they cannot avoid walking amidst disgrace and
reproach. It is true, that Paul lived so virtuously that no fault could be



found with him, and that too, before he came to the faith of Jesus
Christ; so that he lived without reproach, and was a mirror and a jewel
of holiness. Indeed he know not what he did, for hitherto he had not
been directed by the Spirit of God; but he led a life so good that it was
not liable to any reproach. And yet he tells us that he was pointed at
with the finger, was mocked at, was reproached, was even accursed
among believers, whose ingratitude was such that in his absence he was
reviled and loaded with many slanders. So it is with the servants of
God. But when Paul demands that they shall be without crime, he
means that we should inquire and ascertain if the life of a man be pure
and without blame, and if he continues to conduct himself in that
manner. Although we cannot shut the mouths of all slanderers, that
they shall not revile us, yet we must be without crime; for it is said,
that we shall be reviled as evil-doers, but we shall be pure and
innocent. And in what way? Before God we shall have this testimony,
that he approves of us, and that all the talk against us is a lie.”—Fr.
Ser.

ft12 “Un gouverneur ou superintendaet.” “A governor or superintendent.”
ft13 “Those whom he formerly called presbyters he now calls bishops,

(which means overseers or superintendents,) and he gives this name to
all whose duty it is to preach the word of God. And so it was a
corruption and abuse in Popery–that is, in the ancient Church–that one
individual was called bishop; for that was to change the language of the
Holy Spirit, and we ought to speak in accordance with the Scripture.
Now we see that Satan labors incessantly to draw us aside from the
simplicity of the word of God.”-Fr. Ser.

ft14 “Selon instruction ou doctrine.”
ft15 “Car il y en a plusieurs qui ne se peuvent ranger.” “For there are many

of them who cannot submit.”
ft16 “Parlans vanitez.” “Speaking vanities.”
ft17 “Vanite de paroles.” “Vanity of words.”
ft18 “If we mark such persons, and point them out with the finger,

everybody will avoid them, and thus they will be prevented from doing
harm This its what Paul had in his eye. Following his example, when
we see people who can do nothing but contrive measures for disturbing
and ruining the Church, and who are altogether addicted to evil, it is



true that, if we can bring them back in a gentle manner to the right path,
we should endeavor to do so. But if they persist, and if we perceive
that they are obstinate in their malice, we must not be wiser than the
Holy Spirit. They must be known, they must be exposed, and their
baseness must be held up to public view, that they may be abhorred,
and that others may withdraw from them, as we have formerly seen in
other passages. As for those who murmur when we make use of such
liberty, they shew plainly that they aim at nothing but confusion in the
Church. They do indeed make a show of having some regard to
humanity. ‘And must we degrade people, and hold them up to scorn,
as if we wished to put them to shame?’ We answer, Must we leave the
poor Church of God in the power of wolves and robbers? Must all the
flock be scattered, the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ trampled under
foot, and souls which he has redeemed at so costly a price go to
perdition, and all order be set aside; and must we nevertheless be silent
and shut our eyes?”—Fr. Ser.

ft19 The Greek hexameter verse which Paul quotes has been rendered into
Latin hexameter by CALVIN himself, and into a French couplet by his
translator; and it may be worth while to set down the quotation in the
three languages:

Greek. — Krh~tev ajei< yeu~stai, kaka< qhri>a, gaste>rev ajrgai>

Latin. — Mendax, venter iners, semper male bestia Cres est.

French. — ‘I’ousjours menteuse, et tousiours male-beste,

 “Venice sacs coeur, et fay-neant est Crete.–Ed.
ft20 “Qu’il lise l’oraison que Basile en a faite, remonstrant aux jeunes gens

comment ils se doyvent aider des livres des autheurs profanes.” “Let
him read Basil’s discourse on this subject, instructing young persons
how they ought to avail themselves of the assistance to be derived
from heathen authors.”

ft21 “The general character of the Cretans, noticed in Paul’s Epistle to
Titus, is confirmed by the testimony of antiquity. The Apostle,
writing to Titus, who had been left in Crete to regulate the affairs of
the Christian Church in that island, complains of many disorderly men
there, — ‘many unruly and vain talkers and deceivers, who subvert
whole houses, (or families,) teaching things which they ought not, for
filthy lucre’s sake, (<560110>Titus 1:10, 11); and he quotes the following



verse from ‘one of themselves, a prophet of their own,’ namely,
Epimenides, who was a Cretan poet, and whose writings were by the
ancients termed crhsmoi< or ‘oracles,’

Krh~tes ajei< yeu~stai, kaka< qhri>a, gaste>rev ajrgai>..

The general import of which passage is, that ‘the Cretans were a false
people, and united in their character the ferocity of the wild beast with
the luxury of the domesticated one.’ The circumstance of Paul’s styling
Epimenides ‘a prophet’ is sufficiently explained by the fact of the
words Poet and Prophet being often used promiscuously by the
Greeks and Romans,–probably because their poets pretended to be
inspired, and were by some believed to be so. The Apostle adds, that
the testimony of Epimenides is but too true, ‘this witness is true.’
How true the first part of it is, with respect to their deceit and lying,
the following facts will attest. From the time of Homer, the island of
Crete was regarded as the scene of fiction. Many authors affirm that,
as a people, its inhabitants were infamous for their violation of truth;
and at length their falsehood became so notorious, that Krhti>zein to
Cretise, or imitate the Cretans, was a proverbial expression among the
ancients for lying.”–Horne’s Introduction.

ft22 “Combien que l’autheur soit profane et de nulle authorite.” “Although
the author is a heathen and of no authority.”

ft23 “De vivre en ce monde.”
ft24 “A un mauvais noeud il faut un mauvais coin.”
ft25 “We have to observe that here, in a single word, Paul declares to us by

what means men may defend themselves. It is, by keeping the purity
of faith. If, then, we do not turn aside from the simple doctrine of the
gospel, but wish to be governed according to the will of God; if we are
not carried away by our volatile passions, and do not walk according to
our groveling appetites; in short, if we are good scholars of our God,
and reckon it enough to have received the doctrine which he teaches us;
if that be the case, we shall be fortified against all evil. It is true, the
devil will seek to poison the whole world with his venom, and will
spread his filth everywhere, so that the world will be full of so many
corruptions that every place shall be infected by them. But however
that may be, we must not turn aside from time simplicity of our faith,
and must always seek to be instructed simply by our God. When we



follow this course, though the devil may contrive all that he can, still
we shall be fortified against all evil.”—Fr. Ser.

ft26 “The Apostle joins “defiled” and “unbelieving,” to intimate that,
without a true belief, nothing is clean. The understanding and the
conscience are polluted. Both the man and his doings are impure.”–
Hervey.

ft27 “It is a dreadful condemnation pronounced on men, when it is said that
nothing is clean to them–that all is polluted and defied, till God has
renewed them. So far are we from being able to bring anything that is
acceptable to him, that we can neither eat nor drink, nor put on our
clothes, nor walk a single step, without corruption, and, what is more,
by dwelling in the world we infect all the creatures. And this is the
reason why they must call for vengeance at the last day against all
unbelievers and reprobates. We have, therefore, good reason to be
dissatisfied with ourselves and to be ashamed, when we see that they
become hateful on our account and that we are so polluted as to have
infected every thing that God had appropriated to our use, and even
that there is nothing in us but all corruption — nothing but a God
cursed and disowned. When we are thus humbled, let us know, on the
other hand, the inestimable blessing which God bestows on us, when
he brings us back to himself, and, after having cleansed us, causes us to
use all his blessings and bounties: with purity of heart and when we are
assured that it is lawful for us to eat and drink, provided that we do so
with all sobriety, and in a reasonable manner.”– Fr. Ser.

ft28 “1. They are said to be bdeluktoi>, abominable, or shamefully addicted
to all manner of evil. The word in time original, denotes the
heinousness of those practices in which they allow themselves; and is
derived from a word that signifies to send forth an offensive smell. For
all sentiments of right and good are not so totally lost and obliterated
among mankind, but that there are some things which even pagans
would detest. 2. They are said to be also ajpeiqei>v, disobedient, which
expression imports perseverance and obstinacy in an evil course. They
will by no means–by no importunity–by no arguments whatever, be
dissuaded from practices so unjustifiable and detestable in their own
nature. They are resolved to run on, whatever it costs them–to
continue in sin, and in the profession of religion at the same time,
which is the greatest absurdity imaginable. 3. They are said, lastly, to



be pro<v pa~n e]rgon ajgaqo<n ajdo>kimoi, reprobate to every good work;
which signifies a disinclination to everything that is good, to everything
that is worthy of praise. ‘The word may be taken, as it is observed,
either actively or passively, and so may signify not only to be
disappointed by others, but to disapprove themselves; in which latter
sense we must, at present, principally understand the phrase. They
disapprove all that which claims their approbation and esteem; and are
disaffected to all that good which the religion they profess would
oblige them to the practice of. The expression, therefore, does not so
much signify their omission of what is good, as their disinclination to
it; but it further denotes that, if they do anything at all in religion, it is
what they neither delight in, nor can endure. ‘Every good work’ is an
expression of such latitude, that it may comprehend all the works of
piety, mercy, and common justice. And so it is fit we should
understand it in this place. Whatever they do of this kind, their hearts
are averse to it, and they bear a disaffected mind to it all. And such as
here described, persons may be found to be, notwithstanding their
profession.”–Howe.

CHAPTER 2

ft29 “Let the doctrine which proceeds from thy mouth be sound. For he
expressly uses this word, because it is the means of upholding us in
true integrity, that time word of God, which is preached to us, be our
spiritual pasture. This will not be perceived at first sight, but such is
the fact. And why do we not perceive it? Because we are too sensual
and earthly. For when we are in want of food for our body, we are
immediately terrified we become alarmed, we have not a moment of
repose, for it touches us nearly. We are sensitive as to this fading life,
but we are insensible to all that affects our souls; there is such brutal
stupidity that we do not know our wants, though they press heavily
upon us. Yet let it be observed that there is nothing but weakness in
us, if we are not fed with the doctrine of God. And that is the reason
why it is called ‘sound,’ for in this consists the health of our souls. As
our bodies are kept in their proper condition by well-regulated
nourishment, so our souls are supported by that doctrine which serves
not only for nourishment but for medicine. For we are full of vices



which are worse than diseases; and therefore our soul must be purged,
and we must be healed of them. ‘The method of doing this is, that we
profit by the word of God. And so it is not without good reason that
Paul gives to it this designation, that it is ‘sound,’ or that it is
‘wholesome.’ “—Fr. Ser.

ft30 “En quels devotes et bones oeuvres.” “In what duties and good works.”
ft31 “Ina swfroni>zwsi ta<v ne>av “These words point at the chief

purpose of the instructions — namely, that they should teach them to
be sw>fronev acting as monitresses and regulators of their morals.
Those instructions (as appears from what follows) were to turn on the
domestic duties suitable to young married women, and each in the
order of importance. The first is, as it were, their cardinal virtue; for it
was well said by Socrates, (Ap. Stob. p. 488,) eujse>beia gunaikei>a,

oJ pro<v to<n a]ndra e]rwv (‘female piety is love to her husband.’) In
like manner, modesty is, by Pericles, in his Funeral Oration (Thucyd.
2:45) called ‘the virtue of the female sex.”’–Bloomfield.

ft32 “En la vie du pasteur.” “In the life of the pastor.”
ft33 “As if he had said, that the man who has the office and duty of

proclaiming the word of God ought to preach throughout his whole
life, since God, has chosen him to that condition; when it shall be seen
how he governs, when it is found that it is an approbation of time
doctrine which he teaches, and that he profits and edifies not only by
the mouth, showing what ought to be done, but likewise by his
example, when it shall be known that he speaks in sincerity, and not in
hypocrisy, that he may be edified by it. And would to God that this
were duly observed; for the truth of God would be received with
greater reverence than it is. But however that may be, we shall not be
held excused, since God wishes to make use of us so as to regulate
others, and to direct our life in such a manner that, when they shall
follow as with one accord, we may strive to honor God, and give no
occasion to despise the sacred word, since God has made us
instruments, and wishes that his doctrine should be received from us,
as if he spoke in his own person.”—Fr. Ser.

ft34 “At ejn th|~ didaskali>a| ajdiafqori>an repeat pareco>menov in the
sense ejndeiknu>menov.” — Bloomfield.



ft35 “Irreprehensible, ou qu’on ne puisse condemner.” “Unblamable, or that
cannot be condemned.”

ft36 “Here we see how strictly Paul observed those of whom he was
speaking. For the slaves who were in that age were addicted to pillage;
and besides, they were contradictory, as if they had not dreaded the
strokes with which they were chastised. We find that they sometimes
grew hardened, because their masters did not use them gently, but
treated them as brute beasts, struck them, teased them, put them to the
torture, and frequently beat them, when they were absolutely naked,
so that the blood flowed on all sides. Being thus hardened to evil, we
must not be astonished if they had such corruption as to take revenge
on their masters when they had any opportunity. But now Paul does
not fail to exhort them to please their masters, that is, in everything
that was good and right–an exception which he makes in other
passages—Fr. Ser.

ft37 “Des esclaves ou serfs.” “Slaves or serfs.”
ft38 “We have seen that we ought to preach daily that grace which was

declared at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. This is a wonderful
mystery, that God was manifested in time flesh, and that, at the same
time, he hath strewn to us his heavenly glory, that we may be united to
it. In this manner all pastors ought to be employed; for when they shall
unceasingly illustrate that wisdom which God hath declared to us in
the person of his Son, it is certain that the time will not be lost. And
this is what Paul says in another passage, (<490318>Ephesians 3:18,) that
it is the height, and depth, and length, and breadth, and thickness of all
knowledge. When we shall have extended our views to explore as far as
possible–when we shall descend into the depth to search out all that is
concealed from us–when we shall go beyond the length and breadth of
the sea, we shall have a wisdom (he says) as high and as deep, as long
and as broad as this. when we shall know the infinite love of God
which God hath showed to Us in the person of his only begotten
Son.”—Fr. Ser.

ft39 “We now see why Paul speaks of all men, and thus we may judge of
the folly of some who pretend to expound the Holy Scriptures, and do
not understand their style, when they say, ‘And God wishes that
every person should be saved; the grace of God hath appeared for the
salvation of every person; it follows, then, that there is free-will, that



there is no election, that none have been predestinated to salvation.’ If
those men spoke it ought to be with a little more caution. Paul did not
mean in this passage, or in <540206>1 Timothy 2:6, anything else than
that the great are called by God, though they are unworthy of it; that
men of low condition, though they are despised, are nevertheless
adopted by God, who stretches out his hand to receive them. At that
time, because kings and magistrates were mortal enemies of the gospel,
it might be thought that God had rejected them, and that they cannot
obtain salvation. But Paul says that the door must not be shut against
them, and that, eventually, God may choose some of this company,
though their case appear to be desperate Thus, in this passage, after
speaking of time poor slaves who were not reckoned to belong to the
rank of men, he says that God did not fail, on that account, to show
himself compassionate towards them, and that he wishes that the
gospel should be preached to those to whom men do not deign to utter
a word. Here is a poor man, who shall be rejected by us, we shall
hardly say, God bless him! and God addresses him in an especial
manner, and declares that he is his Father, and does not merely say a
passing word, but stops him to say, ‘Thou art of my flock, let my
word be thy pasture, let it be the spiritual food of thy soul.’ Thus we
see that this word is highly significant, when it is said that the grace of
God hath appeared fully to all men.”—Fr. Ser.

ft40 “It presents us with the strongest motives to obedience. ‘The grace of
God teacheth us to deny ungodliness.’ What chains bind faster and
closer than love? Here is love to our nature in his incarnation, love to
us, though enemies, in his death and passion: encouragements to
obedience by the proffers of pardon for former rebellions. By the
disobedience of man God introduces his redeeming grace, and engages
his creature to more ingenuous and excellent returns than his innocent
state could oblige him to. In his created state he had goodness to move
him, he hath the same goodness now to oblige him as a creature, and a
greater love and mercy to oblige him as a repaired creature; and the
terror of justice is taken off, which might envenom his heart as a
criminal. In his revolted state he had misery to discourage him; in his
redeemed state he hath love to attract him. Without such a way, black
despair had seized upon the creature exposed to a remediless misery,
and God would have hail no returns of love from the best of his earthly



works; but if any sparks of ingenuity be left, they will be excited by
the efficacy of this argument.”– Charnock.

ft41 “On the expression ta<v kosmika<v ejpiqumi>avthe best comment is
<620216>1 John 2:16. Swfro>nwv denotes virtue as regards ourselves;
dikai>wv, as regards our fellow-creatures; and eujsebw~v, as respects
God. Similar divisions are found in passages of the classical writers
cited by the commentators.”– Bloomfield.

ft42 “En ce present monde.” “In this present world.”
ft43 “Of these words the most natural sense, and that required by the

‘proprietas linguae,’is, beyond all doubt, the one assigned by almost all
the ancients from Clem. Alex. downwards, and by the early modern
expositors, as Erasmus, Grotius, and Beza, and also by some eminent
expositors and theologians of later times, as Bishops Pearson and Bull,
Wolff, Matthaei, and Bishop Middleton, namely, ‘Looking for (or
rather, looking forward to; comp. <180209>Job 2:9, and see Grotius) the
blessed hope, even the glorious appearing of our great God and Savior
Jesus Christ.’ The cause of the ambiguity in our common version is
ably pointed out, and the above version established on the surest
grounds, by Bishop Middleton and Professor Scholefield. But, besides
the argument founded on the ‘propriety of language,’ that of Beza,
who urges that ejpifa>neia is nowhere used of God, but Christ. is
unanswerable. So in an able critique on Dr. Channing’s works, in the
British Critic, the Reviewer justly maintains that ‘Christ must be the
God here spoken of, because it is his “glorious appearing” which all
Christians here are said to expect, but of God the Father we are
expressly told that him “no man hath seen, nor can see.”’ Other
convincing arguments for time construction here laid down may be seen
in Dr. Routh’s Reliquiae Sacrae, vol. 2:p. 26. The reader is also
particularly referred to Clenm. Alex. Colhort. ad Gentes, sub init.,
where verses 11-14 are cited by that Father, and the view of Swth~rov

here maintained is adopted. The whole of time context there is
deserving of great attention, as containing such plain and repeated
attestations to the divinity of Jesus Christ as can rarely be found. The
passage itself may be seen in Bishop Bull’s Def Fid. Nic., p. 87.”–
Bloomfield

ft44 “Christ expiated sin, not encouraged it; he died to make your peace, but
he died to make you holy; ‘to purify a people to himself,’



(<560214>Titus 2:14.) The ends of Christ’s death cannot be separated.
He is no atoner, where he is not a refiner. It is as certain as any word
the mouth of God hath spoken, that ‘there is no peace to the wicked,’
(<234822>Isaiah 48:22.) A guilty conscience, and an impure, will keep up
the amity with Satan and enmity with God. He that allows himself in
any sin deprives himself of the benefit of reconciliation. This
reconciliation must be mutual; as God lays down his wrath against us,
so we must throw down our arms against him. As there was a double
enmity, one rooted in nature, another declared by wicked works; or
rather, one enmity in its root, and another in its exercise,
(<510121>Colossians 1:21,) so there must be an alteration of state, and an
alteration of acts.”–Charnock.

CHAPTER 3

ft45 “Toutes des principautes et puissances du monde.”
ft46 “We ourselves, who had the oracles of God, that had greater privileges

than others, were carried out with as strong an impetus naturally, till
grace stopped the tide, and, after stopping, turned it against nature.
When the mind was thus prepossessed, and the will made the lusts of
the flesh its work and trade, there was no likelihood of any co-
operation with God, in fulfilling his desires, till the bent of the heart
was changed from the flesh and its principles. The heart is stone before
grace. No stone can cooperate with any that would turn it into flesh,
since it hath no seed, causes, or principles of any fleshly nature in it.
Since we are overwhelmed by the rubbish of our corrupted estate, we
can no more co-operate to the removal of it than a man buried under
the ruins of a fallen house can contribute to the removal of that great
weight that lies upon him. Neither would a man in that state help such
a work, because his lusts are pleasures; pleasuers; he serves his lusts,
which are pleasures as well as lusts, and therefore served with
delight.”–Charnock.

ft47 “The Apostle speaks of what naturally we all were. This, then, is a
most merciful influence that is given forth in the regenerating work. It
is as if God should have said, I see those poor creatures are perishing,
not only tending to hell, but carrying with them their own hell into hell,
‘hell being at last cast into hell’ (as the expression in the Revelation is.)



It is a throwing hell into hell, when a wicked man comes to hell; for he
was his own hell before. God, beholding this forlorn case of wretched
creatures, saith, I must either renew them or lose them; I must either
transform them, or they must perish: they are in the fire of hell
already. Such and such we were, but of his mercy he saved us by the
washing of regeneration, and renewing by the Holy Ghost. O! the
compassionate influence that is shed upon a soul in this case! The
balmy dews that descend from heaven upon a distempered soul, which
quench the flames of lust, and which implant and invigorate (after their
implantation) a divine principle, in-create a new life, that leads to God
and Christ, and the way of holiness and heaven at last.”–Howe.

ft48 “Perhaps the reader will give me leave to add a short expository lecture
upon the most distinguished parts of this very important paragraph. I.-
We have the cause of our redemption; not works of righteousness
which we have done, but the kindness, the love, the mercy, of God our
Savior. To these, to these alone, every child of man must ascribe both
his fruition of present, and his expectation of future blessedness. II.–
The effects, which are–1. Justification, being justified, having our sins
forgiven and our persons accepted through the righteousness of Christ
imputed; all this without any the least deserving quality in us, solely
by his grace and most unmerited goodness. 2. Sanctification expressed
by the washing of regeneration–that washing in the Redeemer’s blood
which cleanses the soul from guilt, as the washing of water cleanseth
the body from filth, which reconciles to God, give’ peace of
conscience, and thereby lays the foundation of an universal spiritual
change–the renewing of the Holy Ghost, whose influences, testifying
of Christ, and applying his merits, introduce an improvement into all
the faculties of the mind, something like that annual renovation and
general smile which the return of spring diffuses over the face of
nature. III–The end and consummation of all–that we should be made
heirs of the heavenly kingdom, and live more in the assured hope,
hereafter in the full enjoyment, of eternal.”–Hervey.

ft49 “It remaineth that we declare what is the office of the same, what he, is
unto us, as the Holy Spirit; for although the Spirit of God be of
infinite, essential, and original holiness, as God, and so may be called
Holy in himself; though other spirits which were created be either
actually now unholy, or of defectible sanctity at first, and so having



the name of spirit common unto them, he may be termed holy, that he
may be distinguished from them; yet I conceive he is rather called the
Holy Spirit, for the Spirit of Holiness’ (<450104>Romans 1:4,) because
of the three persons in the blessed Trinity, it is his particular office to
sanctify or make us holy. As, therefore, what our Savior did and
suffered for us belonged to that office of a Redeemer which he took
upon him; so whatsoever the Holy Ghost worketh in order to the same
salvation, we look upon as belonging to his office. And because
without holiness it is impossible to please God, because we all are
impure and unholy, and the purity and holiness which is required in us
to appear in the presence of God, whose eyes are pure, must be
wrought in us by the Spirit of God, who is called Holy, because he is
the cause of this holiness in us, therefore we acknowledge the office of
the Spirit of God to consist in the sanctifying of the servants of God,
and the declaration of this office, added to the description of his nature,
to be a sufficient explication of the object of faith contained in this
article–’I believe in the Holy Ghost–Bp. Pearson on the Creed.

ft50 “When we wish to ascertain the method of our salvation, we must begin
with the Son of God. For it is he who hath washed us by his blood–it is
he who hath obtained righteousness for us by his obedience — it is he
who is our Advocate, and through whom we now find grace it is he
who procured for us the adoption by which we are made children and
heirs of God. Let us carefully observe that we must seek all the parts
of our salvation in Jesus Christ; for we shall not find a single drop of it
anywhere else.” — Fr. Ser.

ft51 “Par la grace et misericorde de Dieu.” “By the grace and mercy of
God.”

ft52 “Meaning, ‘and I would have you constantly insist on these truths; so
that those who have believed in God may maintain good works.’ The
cause of the obscurity, and consequent diversity of interpretation,
arose from the Apostle not having here strewn how it should be, that
the doctrine of salvation by grace should produce holiness of life. But
he has done it in another kindred passage, namely, <490209>Ephesians
2:9,10, where, after having at large treated on the subject of salvation
by grace, (as here,) adding that it is not of works, lest any man should
boast, he subjoins, aujtou~ ga>r ejsmen, k.t.l. where the ga<r refers to a
clause omitted, q. d. (Yet works must be done,) for, etc. Hence it



would seem that kalw~n e]rgwn here must have the same sense as
e]rgoiv ajgaqoi~v there.; and consequently it must not be limited, with
many eminent commentators, to works of benevolence, still less to the
business of our avocation, but be extended to good works of every
kind.”–Bloomfield.

ft53 “The original word proi`>stasqai has a beauty and an energy, which, I
believe, it is impossible for our language to preserve by any literal
translation. It implies, that a believer should not only be exercised in,
but eminent for, all good works; should shew others the way, and
outstrip them in the honorable race; be both a pattern and a patron of
universal godliness.” — Hervey.

ft54 “Au droit chemin.” “To the right road.”
ft55 “Ce qu’il convient au Pasteur de faire.” “What it belongs to the pastor

to do.”
ft56 “As he said before, let them apply their mind to it. He contrasts this

with the foolish presumption but too common among those who
thought that they were clever men, when they had speculated on this
and the other subject. You have fine speculations, says he, but yet
consider what is the true excellence of the children of God; it is to shew
that they have profited well in doing good, and that this is the subject
to which they have given their study. And then he says, Let them
learn; as if he had said, Hitherto you have employed your time very
ill, for there was nothing but foolish ambition, you yielded too far to
your vain fancy. You must now follow a different course. Henceforth
you must excel in doing good, and not in rambling talk. Instead of being
led by curiosity and ambition. let every man be employed in doing
good to his neighbors). Let every man consider what is his ability; and
according to the power which God has given us, let us serve one
another. Thus shall we shew that it is not in vain that we have received
the gospel.”—Fr. Ser.

TRANSLATION

ft57 “La cause pourquoy je tay laisse en Crete, c’est afin que tu poursuyves
de corriger les choses qui restent.” “The reason why I left thee in



Crete, is in order that thou mayest continue to correct the things that
are wanting.”

ft58 “Des prestres, ou anciens.” “Presbyters, or elders.”
ft59 “Car il y en a plusieurs qui ne se peuvent ranger” “For there are many

of them who cannot submit to authority.”
ft60 “Ou, propre a luy.” “Or, belonging to him.”
ft61 “Adonne a bonnes oeuvres.” “Devoted to good works.”
ft62 “Odieux, ou, hays.” “Hateful or hated.”
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